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The far field radiation pattern of an isotropic 
spherical antenna array with two types of element 
distributions, a latitude-longitude distribution and an 
approximately equally-spaced distribution, has been 
analyzed using Poisson's Sum Formula. Beamwidth expres-
sions of both element distributions are found in various 
planes. All numerical results are given only for the case 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION TO THE SPHERICAL ANTENNA ARRAY PROBLEM 
A. Introduction 
Since the early days of antennas, which traces back 
to the time prior to World War II, it has been recognized 
that antenna arrays play an essential role in the world of 
communication, being a transmitting device as well as a 
receiver of an electromagnetic signal. 
The antenna array is given a great deal of interest 
since it possesses at least two particularly attractive 
features, directability with a well-defined beam and 
electronical scannability. These features are exhibited 
clearly in the radiation pattern of a linear or planar 
phased array, whether it is uniformly or non-uniformly 
spaced. 
In space communication and space tracking, it is 
found desirable for antenna arrays to beam scan through a 
hemisphere or even the whole sphere. For a large array, 
however, it would be preferable if the antenna array 
could remain fixed during operation. A spherical antenna 
array that is electronically scanned can satisfy the 
requirements of a spaced fixed and beam scanning into a 
complete spherical space. This is due to the fact that 
1 
radiation in any spherical space direction requires an 
antenna of spherical syrrunetry. Furthermore, fr•::>m a 
specific direction, the spherical array does not look 
different to an observer at a far point providing that the 
spherical array contains a large number of antenna 
elements. This fact seems to guarantee that its radiation 
pattern will not alter very significantly when the main 
beam is electronically scanned. This makes the spherical 
array very challenging for beam scanning over a complete 
sphere. 
B. Definition of a Spherical Antenna Array 
A spherical antenna array consists of radiators 
(antenna elements) positioned either uniformly or non-
uniformly on the surface of an imaginary sphere. An 
element of the spherical antenna array, due to the curved 
surface of the imaginary sphere, is positioned on the 
plane tangent to the sphere. Figure 1-1 illustrates an 
example of an equally-spaced spherical array which contains 
20 elements [3]. This is the only spherical antenna array 
that has elements spaced precisely uniform. It can be 
shown that a uniformly spherical antenna array can have 
only 20 elements. The element locations were found through 
the use of the icosahedron. If the number of elements 




Figure 1-1. The Icosahedron Distribution 
C. Review of the Literature 
Prior to 1963, all antenna arrays were arranged into 
two classifications, linear and planar arrays. In 1963, 
conventions for the analysis of spherical arrays were 
proposed by Hoffman [1]. His analysis was made possible 
by direct computation of the pattern summation on a 
computer. Wolff [2] discussed the general analysis of 
spherical arrays of linearly polarized elements and 
concluded that a spherical array can produce a well-defined 
beam with deep nulls in its radiation pattern. Du and 
Tai [17] studied the radiation pattern of an array of four 
symmetrically located elementary sources on a perfectly 
conducting sphere. Sengupta, et al. [3] presented a paper 
on radiation characteristics of a spherical array of 
circularly polarized elements. Their array was formed by 
first dividing each face of a circumscribed icosahedron 
into four equitriangles. Then all vertices of the triangles 
were moved along the radius of the sphere to its surface 
where the elements were located. By doing so, the 
symmetry of the array is lost since only the triangle 
constructed at the center stays equitriangular. Conse-
quently, the array is not equally-spaced any more. The 
pattern computation was made through the use of a computer 
by evaluating the location of each antenna in terms of 
spherical coordinates and substituting it into the summation 
equation of the pattern. 
4 
In addition to this literature, Smith [24] reported 
an approximation of a spherical array by a continuous 
field distribution in a spherical aperture. Unfortunately, 
this report is rated as classified information; it can not 
be circulated to the public. 
D. Scope of This Dissertation 
The motivation for this research is generated by the 
fact that the study of a spherical antenna array, to date, 
has been limited to a few cases of element distribution 
which contained only a small number of elements. Though the 
distributions were simple, no rigorous theoretical radiation 
characteristics of the array were formulated in an explicit 
form. All analyses were made possible by direct substitu-
tion of the geometrical location of each antenna into the 
field pattern equations and, through a great deal of help 
from a computer, the radiation pattern was analyzed'. This 
computer approach might be handy, but it is not suited to a 
speedy computation, especially when a very large number of 
elements are concerned. 
Therefore, this research has been conducted with the 
goal to analyze the radiation characteristics (i.e., field 
pattern, beamwidth, etc.) of a spherical antenna array 
5 
which has an element distribution other than the icosahedron. 
The element distribution considered has three favorable 
characteristics when compared to the one obtained through 
the use of an icosahedron: simpler, easier to locate 
elements, and the number of elements can be increased to 
a very large number without losing the equally-spaced 
fundamental character of the array. No experimental 
work was performed due to a lack of facilities and 
instrumentation. 
Two types of element distributions were considered. 
One was the latitude-longitude type and the other was the 
approximately equally-spaced distribution. Both of them 
have a similar physical appearance. Antennas were arranged 
into rings whose centers are on the polar axis of the 
sphere. The number of antennas in each ring is assumed to 
be very large. 
All elements were identical and were assumed to be 
isotropic. The amplitude of the current distribution 
throughout the array was assumed uniform. Although the 
mutual coupling among elements existed everywhere in the 
array, it was not taken into account in this dissertation. 
Both element distributions of the array are discussed 
in Chapter II. Chapter III deals with the formulation as 
well as the simplification of the far field pattern. 
Chapter IV gives the theoretical analysis (the radiation 
patterns as well as the beamwidths) of both distributions. 
Chapter V analyzes the radiation characteristics 
numerically. Various graphical presentations of both 
patterns and beamwidths in various planes can be found in 
this chapter. The results are summarized in Chapter VI, 
6 
and recommendations for further study in this area are 





A. The Latitude-Longitude Distribution 
1. Spacing 
One of the element distributions of the spherical 
array used in this study is of the latitude-longitude 
type. It is precisely the conventional one employed in 
geographical study of the world. Figure 2-1 shows the 
intersections of the sphere latitudes and longitudes. At 
each intersection, an identical radiation element, which 
is assumed isotropic in this study, is placed. 
The latitudes or rings on the sphere are arranged in 
such a way that they are equally spaced*. Let d be the 
ring spacing, a be the radius of the sphere, and M+l be 
the total number of rings. Then the ring spacing is 
found by dividing the circumferential distance from the 
north pole to the south pole by the number of ring 
intervals. 
d = 1Ta M (2-1) 
*For simplicity in the case of non-planar array, the 
element spacing is defined as the distance between two 







Figure 2-1. The Latitude-Longitude Distribution 
10 
The longitudes of the sphere are arranged such that they 
divide each latitude ring into a number of equal intervals. 
Therefore, the antennas in each ring are uniformly spaced. 
Obviously, due to the difference in ring sizes, the antenna 
spacing from ring to ring is not equal. One characteristic 
of this distribution is that every ring contains the same 
number of antennas. 
Let N be the total number of antennas in each ring 
d d h . . h th . an m be t e antenna spac1ng 1n t e m r1ng. With the 
help of Figure 2-2, the antenna spacing in the mth ring 
is found to be 
d 2Tia sin e = N m I ( 2-2) m 
where 
e rn1T = 
m M 
(2-3) 
and m = 0, 1, 2, 3, •••, M. 
At 8 = TI/2, Equation (2-2) gives the element spacing 
m 




In terms of d , the general expression of dm can be placed 
eq 
in the form 
= deq sin (2-5) 
Equation (2-5) is valid for all M, both odd and even. When 
M is even, one ring will fall on the equator of the sphere. 
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In this type of element location, it is assumed that 
d = d 
eq (2-6) 
Thus, only near the equator will the elements be relatively 
equally spaced. 
From Equation (2-6) it follows that 
which simplifies to 
N = 2M • ( 2-7) 
Equation (2-7) indicates that path length at the 
equator equals twice the path length from pole to pole 
along the spherical surface. It also shows that the 
number of antennas at the equator, as well as in the other 
rings, is always an even number, forM odd or even. 
Let us generalize so that 
d = llA 
where 11 is an arbitrary constant, then 
7Ta 
M 
The radius of the sphere in wavelength becomes 
Multiplying through by the propagation constant k, and 
using the well-known relation of kA. = 2n, we finally 
obtain 
ka = 211M , 





ka = M (2-11) 
for the case of half-wavelength spacing (~ = 1/2). 
2. Element Density 
The element density is defined as the ratio of total 
number of elements in the array to the surface area of the 
sphere. For the latitude-longitude element distribution, 
the total number of elements is (M+l)N. Therefore, 
2 pe = (M + l}N/4Tia • (2-12) 
Substituting Equations (2-7) and (2-9) into (2-12) and 
simplifying gives 
2 p = 2TI/A 
e 
(2-13) 
This is approximately 6.28 elements per square wavelength. 
In the study of linear and planar arrays, it has been 
found that the element of the array should be spaced at 
half-wavelengths apart, otherwise the grating lobes in the 
field pattern would appear. With the element density 
greater than this critical value, the spherical array 
having this type of element distribution appears to have 
one or more high grating lobes in its pattern. 
For the case of an average spacing of half-wavelength 
(i.e., an element density of 4 per square wavelength), the 
equator spacing must be 
d 2na 27T • ~(M + 1) N A = = N eq N 16TI 
=: 0.628 A . 
14 
B. Approximately Equally-Spaced Array 
1. Element Distribution 
For the element distribution discussed in Section A, 
the element spacing in the rings away from the equator 
becomes smaller. This can be easily verified in Equation 
(2-4) by setting the values of m which are much smaller 
or greater than M/2. For example, the spacing of the 
first ring is calculated by setting m = 1 in Equation (2-5), 
which gives 
dl = d sin (n/M) eq (2-14a) 
For M = 20 and d = 0.628A, eq 
dl = 0.0984A (2-14b) 
It is shown by Equation (2-14b) that the element 
spacing in the first ring is very small compared to the 
spacing at the equator. For this case, the element spacing 
is 6.4 times smaller. The element spacings on other rings 
for the case of M = 20 are plotted in Figure 2-3. 
Thus one drawback of the latitude-longitude distribu-
tion is that the element spacing becomes quite small in 
the rings close to the poles of the sphere. The mutual 
coupling between elements in those rings can no longer be 
neglected in practice. In this work, however, as has 
been stated earlier, the main purpose is to find the first 
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Figure 2-3. Element Spacing in Various Rings in the Latitude-Longitude Distribution 
for M = 20 
1--' 
V1 
analysis of a spherical array. Thus mutual coupling 
between elements will not be considered in this 
dissertation. 
One way to avoid the mutual coupling effects in the 
rings is to force the antenna spacing to be greater than 
A/2 and constant in every ring. By this restriction, the 
rings no longer contain the same number of antennas. 
Furthermore, the elements of different rings are not in 
general colinear except on the reference plane (~ = 0), 
where, for the matter of convenience, they are forced to 
be colinear. 
For the approximately equally-spaced array, the 
spacing in each ring is said to be equal. It does not 
imply this in a precise sense since a sphere can not be 
divided into equal identical areas except for the case of 
an icosahedron or a polygon of a smaller number of sides 
(see Appendix A). 
Thus the spacing in the approximately equally-
spaced distribution fluctuates around the average spacing, 
which at the beginning is assumed to take the value of 
halfwavelength. Some of the element spacings will take 
on values less than, while others will take on values 
greater than, halfwavelength. 
The rings are kept at halfwavelength apart to insure 
the element density to be around 4 elements per square 
wavelength. Let N be the number of elements on the 
eq 
equatorial ring. Then 
16 
17 
N = 2M • eq (2-15) 
By the condition that the element spacing is kept 
constant for all rings and equal to the ring spacing, 
d = dm , 
the number of elements in the mth ring is found to be 
Nm = 2M sin <:1T) (2-16) 
form~ O,M. Nm = 1 form= O,M. 
In general, the value of Nm obtained from Equation 
(2-16) is not an integer. Physically, the number of 
elements in each ring, however, must be an integer. To 
compromise this condition, Equation (2-16) is modified to 
be 
the number of elements in the mth ring= [[Nm]] 
( 2-17) 
where the double bracket symbol has been introduced to 
indicate that only the integer nearest to the value Nm is 
picked. 
Under this modification, the spacing in the mth ring 
is now given by 
sin (2-18) 
or, in terms of the equator spacing, deq' 
d 2M 
m sin (m1T) 
deq 
= [ [Nm]] M . (2-19) 
The percentage of the deviation of element spacing is 
18 
d - d 
a = 
m eq 
- X 100% . d 
eq 
(2-20) 
An example of the element distribution of this type 
is shown in Tables 1 and 2 forM= 20 and 25, respectively. 
In the a column, the negative sign shows that the spacing 
of the antennas in that ring is less than d . The 
eq 
spacing deviation is small in the rings containing a large 
nu~her of elements, but grows to large values in the rings 
of a few elements. Fortunately, the rings whose element 
spacing deviate more significantly are very few compared 
to the total number of rings. 
Since the spacing deviation varies with the rings, 
it is useful to derive the upperbound of the element 
spacing deviation. To evaluate it, it is noticed that 
the large deviation always occurs in the ring nearest the 
poles, that is, in the ring which corresponds to m = 1. 
Setting m = 1 in Equation (2-19) gives 
2M sin (~) 
[[2M sin (~)]] 
(2-21) 











M = 20 
d 
m Nm [ [Nm] ] m (J % cr-
eq 
0 1. 1. 
1 6.2574 6. 1.0429 4.289 
2 12.3607 12 1. 0 301 3.0055 
3 18.1596 18 1. 0089 0.8865 
4 23.5114 24 0.9796 -2.0359 
5 28.2842 28 1. 0102 1. 0151 
6 32.3606 32 1.0113 1.1270 
7 35.6402 36 .9900 -0.9994 
8 38.0422 38 1.0011 0.1111 
9 39.5075 40 . 9877 -1.2312 
10 40.000 40 1.000 0.000 
11 39.5075 40 0.9877 -1.2312 
12 38.0423 38 1.0011 0.1112 
13 35.6403 36 .9900 -0.9992 
14 32.3607 32 1.0113 1.1272 
15 28.2843 28 1.0102 1. 0155 
16 23.5115 24 0.9796 -2.0355 
17 18.1597 18 1.0089 0.8873 
18 12.3608 12 1. 0301 3.0065 
19 6.2575 6 1.0429 4. 2919 
20 1. 1. 
Table 1. The AES Element Distribution for M = 20 
20 
M = 25 
d 
rn N [[Nrn]] m a % 
m cr-
eq 
0 1 1 
1 6.2667 6 1.0444 4.4422 
2 12.4345 12 1.0362 3. 6 206 
3 18.4062 18 1.0226 2.2567 
4 24.0876 24 1.0037 0.3652 
5 29.3892 29 1.0134 1.3421 
6 34.2273 34 1.0067 0.6685 
7 38.5256 39 0.9878 -1.2164 
8 42.2164 42 1.0052 0.5151 
9 45.2413 45 1.0054 0. 5363 
10 47.5528 48 0.9907 -0.9317 
11 49.1143 49 1.0023 0.2333 
12 49.9013 50 0. 99 80 -0.1974 
13 49.9013 50 0.9980 -0.1974 
14 49.1144 49 1.0023 0.2334 
15 47.5529 48 0.9907 -0.9315 
16 45.2414 45 1.0054 0.5363 
17 42.2164 42 1.0052 0.5153 
18 38.5257 39 0.9878 -1.2160 
19 34.2274 34 1.0067 0.6689 
20 29.3894 29 1.0134 1.3426 
21 24.0878 24 1.0037 0.3658 














Table 2. The AES Element Distribution for M = 25 
(Continued) 
21 




d - d 1 eq X 100% d 
eq 
1T - 3 
3 X 100% 
22 
= 4.7197% (2-23) 
The variation of the spacing deviation versus ring 
number on the sphere for 21 rings is plotted in Figure 2-4. 
Figure 2-5 illustrates one of the element and ring arrange-
ments on a sphere. 
It was mentioned at the introduction of the approx-
imately equally-spaced array that elements in the array 
need be distributed equally. The first reason is to reduce 
the mutual coupling among elements by keeping them more 
than half-wavelength apart or to have a uniform mutual 
coupling among them for the case .of less than half-wavelength 
spacing. The second reason is to have an array which looks 
uniform to an observer at a far point in not only a certain 
direction but in all directions. This is very important 
for the array since it is needed to beam scan with the 
















The Variation of the Spacing Deviation Versus Ring Number 
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Figure 2-5. The Approximately Equally-Spaced Array 
24 
CHAPTER III 
FAR FIELD PATTERN 
A. Formulation of the Far Field Pattern 
Figures 3-la and b show the front and top view of a 
spherical array, respectively. The elements are drawn as 
if they were on a two-dimensional plane in order to show 
distinctively the element positions. This scheme will be 
used throughout this work. The element arrangement is 
still in its general form except that they are formed in 
rings. The geometrical diagram of the mnth element is 
shown in Figure 3-2. The subscript m is employed in 
connection with the elevation angle direction, starting 
at the polar axis of the sphere; while n is in connection 
with the azimuthal angle direction, starting from the 
1 tl th 't' of the mnth 1 t XZ pane. Consequen y, e pos1 10n e emen 
in the spherical coordinate system is (a, em' ~n). 
Throughout this analysis the origin of the spherical 
coordinate system, which is placed at the center of the 
sphere, is taken as the reference. At the far observation 
point, P(R, 8, ~), the relative total field pattern is 
given by 
N 
m J. ,,, J' kacos r:- ( e , ,h) 
25 
M 
E(8,~) = I I '~'mn "'mn '~' I e e ron (3-1) 
m=O n=l 
26 
Figure 3-la. Top View 
·~·~···-· .. 










Figure 3-2. The Geometrical Diagram of the mnth Element 
where 
= the current amplitude of the mnth antenna 
th 
= the current phasing of the ron antenna 
~ron = the angle subtended by the radius position 
th 
of P and the ron element at the reference 
point 
k = space propagation constant . 
28 
Let the main beam of the array pattern be phased to 
the direction (8 0 , ~0 ). At the observation point in this 
direction, the radiated fields from all elements of the 
array must be in phase. Hence, the pattern becomes 
(3-2) 
m=O n=l 
In order to satisfy Equation (3-2) , the phase of the 
mnth element must be adjusted such that 
(3-3) 
Substituting Equation (3-3) into Equation (3-1) gives the 
pattern in an arbitrary direction in terms of the main beam 
position. 
(3-4) 
The angle ~ , formed by the lines joining the center 
ron 
of the sphere with the mnth element and with the far field 
point P, should be expressed in terms of spherical coordi-
nates. To accomplish this, Figure 3-3 is employed. 















To simplify the procedure, let us assume that the 
sphere under consideration has the radius of unity. Let 
the element being considered be on the plane ¢ = 0, forming 
the angle em to the polar axis. This is the moth element. 
Let R and M be the two unit vectors pointing from 
the center of the sphere toward the observation point P 
and the element location respectively. The cosine of the 
angle formed by the two unit vectors at the origin, which 
is, in this case, ~ (e,¢), is the scalar product of the 
mo 
two unit vectors. 
cos ~m0 (e,¢) = R,M 
Expressing the vectors R and M in terms of the 
cartesian coordinates gives the following equations: 
(3-5) 
M = sin e a + cos e a 
m x m z (3-Sa) 
R = sin e cos ¢a + sin e sin ¢a + cos X y ea z (3-Sb) 
Therefore, Equation (3-4) becomes 
cos ~mo(e,¢) = sin em sin e cos ¢ +cos em cos e 
(3-6) 
Now the mnth element is in the ¢ = ¢ plane instead 
n 
of in the ¢ = 0 plane, but it still makes the same angle 
em with the polar axis. The expression of cos ~ (e,¢), mn 
therefore, remains the same as cos ~m0 (e,¢), except the 
azimuth angle is shifted to (¢ - ¢n) . 




B. Simplification of the Far Field Pattern 
In this section, the difference of the two cosines in 
the exponent of the far field pattern is simplified. Using 
the properties of the cosines of different angles, it can 
be expressed as follows: 
- sin 8 sin 
m 
+ cos 8 (cos 8 - cos 8 ) · 
m o 
cos e cos 
m 
The first bracket can further be expanded, by using the 
principles of trigonometry. 
sin 8 cos(~-~ ) -sin 8 cos(~-~ ) 
n o o n 
=sin 8(cos ~cos ¢n +sin¢ sin .+. ) '~'n 
=cos ~n(sin 8 cos~- sin 80 cos ~0 ) 
+ sin ~ (sin 8 
n 
sin 
= cos ~n cos a + sin ~n sin a 





Where the terms cos a and sin a have been introduced so as 
to make the forming of the cosine of different angles 
possible, and given by 
cos a = (sin e cos cj> - sin e cos cj>o)/p 0 
sin a = (sin e sin cj> - sin eo sin cj>o)/p 
and 
2 (sin e cj> sin 8 cj> ) 2 p = cos - cos 0 0 
+ (sin e sin cj> - sin e sin cj> ) 2 0 0 




Substituting Equations (3-9) and (3-8) into {3-4) gives the 
radiation pattern in its general form. 
M N ~ ~m E(8,4>) = L. L. 
m=O n=l 
I ejka{cos em(cos e - cos e0 ) 
mn 
+ p sin em cos(cj>- a)} • {3-12) 
To simplify the analysis for the far field, a uniform 
current distribution of unity is assumed in this study. 
(3-13) 
With the above conditions, the expression for the far 
field pattern is reduced to, 
M N \ ,m E(e,4>) = L. L. 
m=O n=l 
jka{cos 8 (cos e - cos eo) 
e m 
+ p sin e cos(cj> -a)} m n 
33 
M 
= I jka cos e (cos e - cos a ) e rn o 
m=O 
sin e cos(cj> - o.) 
rn n (3-14) 
Equation (3-14) is simply the product of two series, one 




A. The Application of the Poisson's Sum Formula 
In his paper, "Theory of Non-Uniformly Spaced Array", 
Ishimaru [4] pointed out that the radiation pattern of a 
linear array of N elements, which normally takes the form 
where 
N 
E(8) = L 
n=l 
I = the current 
n 
(4-1) 
in the th element n 
the position of the th measured s = n element as 
n 
from the reference point of the system 
can be rewritten as the summation of a general function 
f(n,8), 
N 
E(8) = }: f(n,8). (4-2) 
n=l 




j2h7TV d I f (n) = I f(v) e v , (4-3) 
n=-oo h=-oo 
-oo 










= L J 
f(v,8) j21Th\J d e v . (4-4) 
h=-oo 
0 
The limits of the integration changes from (-oo, oo) to 
(O,N) because f(n,8) does not exist when v < 0 and v > N; 
that is to say, there is no element beyond this range to 
contribute to the field pattern. In fact, the limit on 
Equation (4-4) is not the only one that can be used. Any 
range that covers 1 to N is sufficient to be the range of 
the integration since the array is a discrete system. 




J f(v,e) ej 2 nhv dv (4-5) E(8) = L 
h=-oo 
e: 
provided that 0 < e: < 1. 
Now let us consider the far field pattern of the 
spherical array which is a product of two series as given 
by Equation (3-14). For convenience, it is rewritten as 
M 
E(8,<j>) = L 
m=O 
• 
J'ka cos 8 (cos 8 - cos e ) e m o 
sin (3-14) 
36 
It should be noted that, in the second summation, 
rn behaves as a constant with respect to n. Therefore, for 
the n-surnrnation, Equation (3-14) can be written as 
N 




so that Equation (3-14) becomes 
M 
E(8,~) = I 
m=O 





It is obvious that Equation (4-6) is just the form of 
the radiation pattern of an array, which in this case is 
the mth ring. 
Now Equations (4-2) and (4-5) are applied directly to 
Equation (4-7), where E, for simplicity, is assumed to take 
the value of zero. Such application results in 
N 
()() r ej2rrhv dv F(8 ) = I f(8m,v) m h=-oo 
0 
N 
()() r jka sin e cos($v - a) + j2rrhv dv I p = e m h=-oo 
0 
In the above equation, the azimuth angle ~ of the nth n 
· th · b f t' f Th element 1n the m r1ng ecomes a unc 10n o v. e 
(4-9) 
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behavior of this function depends on the arrangement of the 
elements in the ring. It is linear if the elements are 
uniformly spaced, but nonlinear otherwise. However, due to 
the fact that this function is the argument of a cosine 
function, which is transcendental, it becomes totally 
necessary that the variables be changed from v to ~ in 
order to avoid a composite function. To accomplish the 
variable changing, the chain rule for the differential 
holds since both v and ¢ are continuous and one is just a 
function of another [6]. 
dv = ~~ • d~ (4-10) 
Consequently, the limits of the integration change to 
[0, ~(N )]. Then, with the new variable¢, the summation 
m 
becomes 
F < e > = m 
00 
I h=-00 
<!> (N ) 
I m ejka P 
0 
sin 8 cos(¢ - a) + j2Tihv(~) 
rn 
• d v d·~ ( 4 -11) 
d¢ 
In a ring, the elements are equally-spaced. Therefore, 
the v function is linear with respect to ¢, as shown in 
Figure 4-1. The linear relation between v and ¢ is 
The derivative of v with respect to ¢ becomes 
dv Nm 








Figure 4-1. The Linear Relation Between v and ~, 
N 
\) = m ~-
2~ 
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I I h=-oo 
0 
N oo 











The limits of the integration are 0 and 2TT since by 
the time v goes around and completes a ring, the angle cp, 
which is at the center of the ring, changes by 2TT radians 
simultaneously. It is obvious from Equation (4-13). 
It should be noted that the number Nm which represents 
the number of elements in the mth ring has not been 
restricted to either a constant or variable. The number of 
elements in two adjacent rings may or may not be the same. 
If they are the same, it is the case of the latitude-
longitude distribution, and not for the approximately 
equally-spaced distribution. Let us substitute into the 










X = ka p sin e 
m m 
<t> - a = y + 1T 2 
a 
1T 
a) = - (- + 2 
cos(<t> - a} = cos(; + y) 
= - sin y 
and 
d<t> = dy • 
The integral becomes 
21T 
1 
21T I ejka P sin a m cos(<t> - a) + jhN <t> d m <t> 
0 
1T 21T- (~a) 
= ~TT I e -jxm sin y+jhNm c; + y + a) dy 
1T -(~a) 
21T+a 






Equation (4-18} can be expressed as 
where the Bessel function JhN (x ) has been defined by 
m m 









oo 'hN a J m F(8 ) = N L e 
m m h=-oo 
(4-20) 
In general, at least for the purpose of this analysis, 
the number of elements in each ring is assumed to be very 
large. From the properties of Bessel function, the magni-
tude of this function of very large order is much smaller 
than that of zero order. Furthermore, the magnitude of 
the exponential with a complex exponent is unity. There-
fore, for the first approximation, the summation of the 
Bessel functions in Equation (4-20) is made equal to 
J 0 (xm>. Thus 
F ( 8 m) =: Nm J 0 ( Xm) • ( 4-21) 
In the latitude-longitude distribution of the array, 
this approximation should be excellent since every ring 
contains the same large number of elements. In the 
approximately equally-spaced distribution, on the other 
hand, not every ring contains a large number of elements, 
especially those which are in the regions of the poles. 
However, after investigating the element arrangement in 
all rings, the number of rings which contain few elements 
are much less than the number of rings which have many 
antennas. For the case of 25 rings, for instance, there 
are only two rings (one ring at each pole) which contain 
less than ten elements, while the rest contain elements 
up to 50. Therefore, the approximation of the Bessel 
function made above should not affect the far field pattern 
significantly. 
With F(8 ) given by Equation (4-21), the far field 
m 
pattern now becomes 
42 
E(8,cp) = M "k L N J <x )eJ a 
m=O m o m 
(4-22) 
where Xm is defined by Equation (4-15) • 
B. The Latitude-Longitude Distribution Array 
By the characteristic of this type of distribution, 
in which the longitudes divide every latitude or rings into 
N equal subintervals, the number of elements in one ring 
is the same as the number in others. Hence 
= N (4-23) 
which is not a function of m. Factoring N out leaves the 
far field pattern in the form 
M \' < > jka cos e (cos e - cos e ) E(8,cp) = N t. J 0 Xm e m o 
m=O 
(4-24) 
Let g(8,cp,m) represent the mth term of the above series, 
(4-25) 
so that the far field pattern becomes 
M 
E ( e, <P> = N I g < e, <P ,m) (4-26) 
m=·O 
Now applying Equation (4-5), with E taking the value 












= N I J 0 (ka p sin 8(v)) ejka cos8 (v) (cos8-cos8 ) 0 h=-00 
0 
i27ThV d e v • (4-27) 
It is helpful to note that in Equation (4-27) there 
are two 8 functions, 8 and 8(v). The former indicates the 
direction in which the field pattern is being evaluated 
and, of course, has nothing to do with either the integral 
or the summation. The latter, being transformed through 
Poisson's Sum Formula from 8 to 8(v), is a function of the 
m 
variable v. It indicates the positions of the rings when 
N varies from 0 to M. 
Again, since 8(v) is the argument of sine and cosine 
functions which are the argument and exponent of the Bessel 
and exponential functions, respectively, it is more 
convenient to change the variable of the integration from 
v to e• .* Employing the chain rule of differentials of 
two continuous functions, v and e•, 
dv = dv • cte• 
d8' 
Equation (4-27) is changed to 
(4-28) 
*The prime is used here to prevent any confusion with 
the unprimed. 
00 
E(S,<j>) = N L 
h=-oo 
e 1 (M) 
J J 0 (ka p 
0 
sin a I> 
• ejka case' (case - cos8 0 ) + j2nhv(8') 
44 
dv de I • d8 I (4-29) 
As was stated earlier, the array consists of rings 
which are equally spaced. Therefore, 
v 8 1 
= M 1f (4-30) 
and 
dv M 
=-d8 I 1f ( 4-31) 
Furthermore, 
a I (M) = n (4-32) 
since the rings are placed on the whole sphere. Substitu-
ting these equations into (4-29) gives 
E(S,<j>) = J (ka p 0 sin a I > 
• ejka case' (case - cos8 0 ) e}2Mh8 1 dS' (4-33) 
Equation (4-33) presents quite a complicated integral 
that must be evaluated. To integrate it, the far field 
pattern is expanded into a series of terms. A term and 
its corresponding negative are grouped together, using the 
complex notation of cosine function, 
iz -iz 
e + e 





I ( 9.) d9. + 2 I I ( 9. ) cos ( 2Mh 9.) d9. 
0 
1T 




I(8') = J 0 (ka p sin 8') ejka cos 8' {cos 8 - cos 80 ) 
(4-36) 
1. Pattern Series and Its Coefficients 
Now let us consider the first integral of the pattern 
series. Let us call it I • To evaluate it, let 0 
and 
x = cos a• 
A = ka{cos 8 - cos 8 ) 0 




Then, by differentiating Equation (4-36) with respect to 8', 
dx = - sin 8' d8' 
or 
d8' = dx {4-40) 






jAx J (Bv\ - 2 e x )dx 
I = 0 
0 
'1 2 
-1 - X 
1 1 
I J (B'l 
2 Axdx I J {B '1 -
2) . 
- x )cos x s~n Axdx 0 
+ j 0 = 
'1 2 11 2 
-1 - X -1 - X 
1 
2 I J 0 {B'1 - 2 Ax dx x )cos = {4-41) /1 2 
0 - X 
The imaginary part of the integral vanishes because 
the integrand is an odd function, while the real part is 
an even one. Thus, it can be written as twice the integral 
whose limits are only half of the original limits. 
Let the variable be changed one more time to y 
through the relation 
Then 
dx = -ydy 
'1 2 
- y 
The I 0 equation becomes 
1 v'r---=2 
I 
J {By)cos{A 1 - y )dy 
= 2 __:::o __________ _ 
ll 2 




This can be integrated in a closed form by applying 
the identity [8] 




cos(b 1a 2 - x 2 ) dx 
I 2 2 
a - x 
Jl (a /b2 2 b) (a lb2 2 - 2 + c - J + c + b) 2 \) 2 (4-45) 
-v 2 2 
Therefore, 
Io 
1 /A2 B2 A) J (1 IA2 B2 = TIJ {- + - + + A) 0 2 0 2 (4-46) 
Manipulation on the arguments of the Bessel functions in 
the above equation gives {see Appendix B) 
= 1TJ {ka(sin w- cos e +cos e)} J {ka(sin w 
0 0 0 
+cos e- cos 80 )} 
where w is given by 
(4-47) 
w = ~ cos-l {cos 8 cos e0 +sine sin e0 cos(¢- ¢0 )}. (4-48) 
A study of the expression for I reveals that the 
0 
main part of the far field pattern is just the product of 
two Bessel functions of zero order. Although both have 
different arguments, they attain the maximum value at 
8 = e This means that the location of the main beam is 
o· 
unique. Thus there will be only one main beam in the far 
field pattern. This statement is supported by the follow-
ing example. 
In the plane ¢ = ¢ , in which the far field pattern 
0 
is considered (another case would be on the plane 8 = 9 ) , 0 
the expression for w is reduced to 
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1 -1 {cos e e + sin e } w = cos cos e sin 2 0 0 
1 -1 {cos(e 8 ) } = 2 cos - 0 
1 
= 2 (8 - eo> at ~ = ~0 (4-49) 
which is obviously zero at the main beam. It might be 
argued that there seems to be another main beam on the 
opposite side, that is, at ~ = ~ + n and e = n - e . By 0 - 0 
looking at Equation (4-49), w would be n/2, which gives 
sin w the value of unity. The cosine of e would take the 
negative value of cos 80 . One argument of the Bessel 
function would be small, but another would be very large, 
since ka always takes large values. The Bessel function 
for a small argument would take the value near unity, 
while the other would be a very small value because of the 
large argument. The product of the two would, of course, 
be very small. This confirms that there is only one main 
beam from the sphere. 
Now let us come back to the Hth term of the far field 
pattern series, which is given by, 
TI 
IH ~ 2 I I(9') cos (2MH9') d8' 
0 
(4-50) 
The presence of cos(2MH8') in the integral complicates 
the integral. However, it has been noted that I(8') is a 
function of trigonometric and Bessel functions, so it is 
likely to be- fruitful to expand cos(2MH8') into infinite 
49 
series of some orthogonal functions. Several types of 
functions have been unsuccessfully tried, except for the 
associated Legendre polynomials. Therefore, let us expand 
cos(2MH8') into an infinite series of Legendre poly-
nomials. Because of the even characteristic of cosine 
function, the series should contain only the terms of 
Pn(x) of even index [9]. Hence 
00 
cos(2MH8') = L A . .,(MH) P (cos 8') (4-51) 
(=0 ,.. 21 
where A1 (MH) is the 1th coefficient of the series. 
Now let us multiply both sides by P 2m(cos 8') and 
integrate with respect to cos 8' under the limit of (-1,1). 
The coefficient A (MH) of the rnth term is given, after 
m 
applying the orthogonal properties of the Legendre poly-
nomials [10], by 
1 





















cos(2MH8') P 2m(cos 8') d(cos 8') (4-52) 
Differentiating cos 8' and applying laws of the product of 
two trigonometric functions gives the integrand in terms of 
two sine functions. 
1T 
__ 4m +2 1 I 
0 
1T 
__ 4m +4 1 I 
0 
cos (2MH8') sin 
[sin(2MH + 1} 8' 
8' P (cos 8') d8' 2m 
- sin(2MH- 1)8'] P2m(cos 8'} d8' 
1T 
= 4m +4 1 I 
0 
sin(2MH + 1)8' P2m(cos 8'} d8' 
50 
1T 
4m +4 1 J sin (2MH - 1} 8' P2m (cos 8 1 ) d8 1 • (4-53) 
0 
Using the identity [11] 
1T 
f sin n8' P (cos 8') d8 1 m 
0 
2(n - m + 1) (n - m + 3) ... (n + rn - 1) 
= (n - m) (n + 2) (n + m) - m (4-54) 
with the condition that n > m and n + m must be odd. 
For the case of Equation (4-53), we have 2m + 2MH ± 1 
which is strictly odd. Therefore, the last condition is 
completely satisfied. In order to satisfy the first 
51 
condition, the expanded series must terminate at i = MH. 
Therefore, Equation (4-51) is reduced to 
MH 
cos {2MH8 1 ) = L A,, {MH) P2 ~, (cos 8 1 ) ~=0 X. .... 
and the coefficient Al(MH) is given by (see Appendix C) 
Ai (MH) 
(4-55) 
= ( 4 i + l)(2MH) (2MH - 2., + 2) (2MH - 2£ + 4) • • • (2MH + 2~- - 2) ( 2MH - 21 - 1) ( 2MH - 2 i + 1} • • • ( 2MH + 2 J... + 1) 
(4-56) 
With the series expression of cos(2MH8 1 ) in Equation (4-55), 
the Hth harmonic of the far field pattern becomes 
where 
1T 




= 2 ir: Al(MH) J I(B') P 2 i(cos B') dB' 
0 
MH 
= 2 L Ai (MH) K(l) 
l=O 
K(i.) =I I(B') P 21 (cos B') dB' 
0 
1T 
= I J (ka p 0 sin 
jka cos 8' (cos 8 - cos e ) 
0 8 1 ) e 
(4-57) 
( 4-5 8) 
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Expand the exponential function into its cartesian 
form of cosine and sine of the exponent. Let us now use 
the properties of the associated Legendre polynomials, 
that is, an even function with respect to its argument if 
the order is even, and odd, otherwise, to reduce Equation 
( 4-5 8) . Thus , 
{4-59) 
where A and B have been defined by Equations (4-38) and 
(4-39) respectively. 
With the expression for IH analyzed, the far field 
pattern series, Equation (4-35), is simplified to 
E(8,cf>) MN [I + Il + I2 + ... + IH + . . . ] = -1T 0 
M 2M MN [I + 2{ I At (M) K (.i) + L A1(2M)K(.l) = -
1T 0 l=O 1=0 
MH 
+ ••• + L Aa(MH)K{l) + •••}] 
1=0 .L 
MN [I + 2 {A (M) + A (2M) + A (3M) + •••}K(O) = -
1T 0 0 0 0 
+ 2 {Al (M) + Al (2M) + •••}K(l) 
+ 2 {A2 (M) + A 2 (2M) + •••}K(2) + ... ] 
00 
= MN[I + 2( L 








which is in the form of an infinite series. The coefficient 
of each term is also an infinite series. 
Let the series coefficients be defined as follows: 
00 
c. = 2 L A. (pM) (4-61) l. p=l l. 
so that the far field series can be written in the form 
E(8,~) = MN [I + C K(O) + C K(l) + •••] 
7T 0 0 1 ( 4-6 2) 
It is noted that if ! is set equal to zero in Equation (4-59) 
it will result in the form of Equation (4-41) since 
P 2 i(x) = 1 when 1 = 0. Therefore, 
I 0 = K(O) (4-63) 
and the far field pattern series becomes 
(4-64) 
For a given number of rings, Equation (4-64) shows that the 
far field pattern is in the form of infinite series with 
. . h .th f th . constant coeff1.c1.ents. T e 1. term o e ser1.es, from 
now on, will be called the ith pattern harmonic. 
2. The Coefficients of the Pattern Harmonics 
Let us consider a term of a coefficient. For conve-
nience, the term A0 (M) is chosen. 
1 
= (2M - 1) (2M + 1) 
1 
= 
4M2 - 1 
(4-65) 
The form of_A0 (M) above immediately guarantees the conver-
gence of the series. Other terms of other coefficients 
54 
can be put in this form through the partial fraction method. 
Since every coefficient is in an infinite series form, let 
us consider the infinite series [12] 
1 2Z 
cot nZ = - - -7TZ 7T 
00 
~ 
p=l 2 p 
1 (4-66} 
The rearrangement of the series into the desired form yields 
00 
1 
= 1 7T cot nZ 
2z2 - 2Z 
(4-67} ~ 
p=l 
Substitution of z = a;'b in the above equation results in 
00 b2 b2 ~ 7Tb cot na 2 2 = -2- 2a b2p b p=l - a 2a 
which is simplified to, after multiplying through by a2/b2, 
00 2 1 ~ a an cot an (4-68} = 2b b b2p2 2 2 p=l - a 
Equation (4-68} insures that all coefficients of the pattern 
harmonics can be put in a closed form. Furthermore, the 
series is absolutely convergent if b -:f 0 and a -:f 0. An 
example of solving for c 1 is shown in detail in Appendix D 
The first few coefficients are shown here in closed form. 
1 7T 7T {4-69} co = - 2M cot 2M 
51T {cot 1T 3 cot 31T} {4-70} cl = 16M 2M - 2M 
91T 7T 15 37T 35 51T) {4-71} 
c2 = (cot 2M + ~ cot 2M -cot 128M 2 2M 
It should be noted that when M approaches a very large value, 
all coefficients are evidently reduced to zero. In other 
words, 
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lim C. = 0 
M-+oo ~ 
i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ••• (4-72) 
This means that for a large number of rings on the array, 
the pattern series can be approximated by the first term. 
That is, 
E(8,cp) • MN =-I 
1T 0 
C. Beamwidth 
for large M (4-73) 
Since the number of rings in the array is designed to 
be very large, the main beam can be found from the first 
term of the far field pattern series. Substitution of the 
expression for I , in terms of the product of two zero-
o 
order Bessel functions, yields 
E(8,cf>) ; MN J [ka{sin w- cos 8 +cos 8 )] 
0 0 
(4-74) 
The beamwidth of a far field pattern is defined as the two 
position vectors in a given plane of the main beam where 
the field falls to 1/12 of the main beam peak. The peak 
field intensity in the main beam is found by replacing 8 
and cp in Equation (4-74) by 80 and cf> 0 , respectively. Let 
8b and cpb be the spherical coordinates where the beamwidth 
is to be found. Therefore 
{ 4-7 5) 
The far field pattern of an array is a three dimensional 
figure, but its beamwidth is defined on a planar cut which 
56 
is made through the main beam and parallel to its axis. On 
the cut the far field pattern is now two dimensional. Since 
the main beam of the pattern in this study is defined in 
both directions, 8 and ¢ , the pattern is not omnidirectional 
0 0 
but rather a pencil beam. Therefore, it is necessary to 
find its beamwidth in both directions, one in 8 and another 
in <P. 
1. Beamwidth in the Elevation Angle Plane 
In the elevation angle plane, the azimuth angle is 
fixed at ¢ = ¢0 • The main beam is scanned along the plane 
from 8 = 0 to 8 = TI. Setting ¢ = ¢ in the Equation (4-48) 0 
reduces w to 
at ¢ = <Po 
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Figure 4-2. The Bessel Function of Zero Order ll1 
-...J 
Before going on, let us turn back and study the variation 
of the Bessel function of zero order with respect to its 
argument. Figure 4-2 shows the variation of J (x) with 
0 
respect to x. From this figure, it is evident that the 
magnitude of J 0 {x) reaches the value of zero long before x 
reaches the value of three. Furthermore, in the case of 
beamwidth analysis, the magnitude of the Bessel function 
is always close to 0.707. Although this value is obtained 
as a result of the multiplication of two Bessel functions 
58 
together, it must be between 0 and 1, which is non-negative. 
The probability that both functions could be negative so 
that their product is positive is ruled out, since the 
product never goes higher than 0.25. 
Consequently, to analyze the beamwidth, the arguments 
of both Bessel functions are always less than three. 
When the argument is never larger than three, the 
Bessel function of zero order can be approximated by the 
series [13] 
J 0 (x) = 1- 2.2499 (~) 2 + 1.26562 (~) 4 
'Where 
- 0.31638 {~) 6 + 0.0444 {~) 8 
- 0.003944 (~) 10 + 0.00021 <~> 12 + £ 
-8 I£ I < 5 X 10 . 
{4-80) 
Since the argument under consideration is much less 
than three, the approximation of J 0 (x) to the first two 
terms is sufficient. Hence 
J (x) = l- 2.2499 (x) 2 
0 3 
• X 2 
= l - 2 • 2 5 ( 3) • 







[l - 2.25 (ka)2( . 3 s1n wb 
(ka)2( . 
eb - - s1n wb - cos 2 
(ka) 2 ( . + eb - s1n wb cos -2 
(ka) 4 ( . 
eb - s1n wb - cos + 2 
cos 8b - cos 8 ) 2 0 . 
cos 
+ cos eb - cos e > 21 0 
e >2 + cos 
0 
e > 2 cos 
0 




Again, the last term of Equation (4-82) is much smaller than 
the others. Therefore, it can be neglected, leaving only 
the quadratic terms. Expanding, grouping and cancelling 
the similar terms simplifies Equation (4-82) to 
l l (ka)2[. 2 + (cos 8b 8 ) 2] - = - - s1n wb - cos 12 2 0 
8 - 8 8 + 8 
l (ka)2[. 2 + . . 2 ( b 0) . 2 ( b 0) ] = - 2 s1n wb 4sln ---2---- s1n 2 
in which wb has been substituted by (eb e ) /2 from 0 
Equation (4-76). For the large values of ka, i.e., the 
case of large numbers of rings, the beamwidth is very 






Hence, the Equation (4-82) reduces to 
k e - e 






e - e 
. 2 ( b 0) s1n 2 /2 ( 12 - 1) (4-85) 
Using the trigonometric identity 
cos x = 1 - 2sin 2 j , (4-86) 
we have the ha1fbeamwidth 
lab- eol -1 = cos [ 1 -
2¥'2 (/2- 1} 
(4-87} 
= cos-l[l _ 2 1.17157 2 ] • 
(ka) (1 + 4sin e ) 
0 
(4-87a} 
It is interesting to note that the beamwidth on this 
planar cut attains its maxi~~m and minimum values at 
e = 0 and e = n/2, respectively. This is consistent with 0 0 
the physical appearance of the spherical array if we 
consider the planar cut as q line~r array and look down at 
the main beam along the rad~~l d~rection. At 80 = 0, the 
array looks as if it were c~~posed of elements such that 
they were dense around the ~~in beam but thin at both ends 
of the array. Such an arrangement gives a rather large 
bearnwidth [14]. On the other hand, ate = TI/2, the 
0 
density of the elements around the main beam is somewhat 
thinner than at both ends. This results in a smaller 
bearnwidth. 
2. Beamwidth in the Plane of Azimuth Angle 
In the azimuth angle plane, 6 is set equal to 6 . 
0 
In addition to this, since the array is arranged in rings 
around the sphere, the plane on which the beamwidth will 
be analyzed in terms of the azimuth angle should be the 
plane of the equator, i.e., 6 = 6 = TI/2. Under these 
0 
conditions, w is reduced to 
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1 
W = 2 (~ - ~0) I TI = 2 (4-88) 
And from Equation (4-74) 
E{;,~) = MNJ0 2 [ka sin w] 
Therefore, at the 1/12 th point, 
J 0 2 {ka sin wb) = ~ 
1 
J (ka sin 
0 
2- 4 w ) = b 
Again, for the case of large numbers of rings, 




Using the same approximation previously employed for the 
expression of J 0 (ka sin wb) gives 
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1 
- 4 =· 1- 2.25 (k3a)2sl.·n2 wb 1 ka 4 . 4 2 + .266 (~) s1.n wb 
which simplifies to the form of a quadratic equation 
ka sin wb 4 ka sin wb 2 
1.266( 3 ) - 2.25( 3 ) + 0.1591 = 0 . (4-92) 
Solving Equation (4-92) by using the well-known solution 
of the quadratic equation gives 
ka sin wb 2 (----=3--~) = 2.25 ± 12.25 2 - 4(1.266) (0.1591) 2(1.266) 
= 1.71 , 0.07377 (4-93) 
With the assumption made earlier that ka sin wb is less than 
three, the only valid solution in Equation {4-93) is 
0.07377. Therefore, 
. 2 
s1.n 0.66397 w = 
b (ka)2 
Again applying the trigonometric identity, cos 2wb = 
1 - 2sin2 wb to Equation (4-94) gives 




Substitution of the expression of wb in terms of ¢b and ¢0 
yields the halfbeamwidth 
le - e I = cos-1 [1- 1.32795] 
b o {ka)2 
(4-96) 
It is also interesting to observe that the beamwidth 
on this plane does not vary with the position of the main 
beam at all. This is expected because, as the main beam 
is scanned on the horizontal principal plane, the array as 
seen by the main beam does not change its configuration. 
There is no difference in the array at ~ = ~l and ~ = $ 2 
as long as they are on the e = rr/2 plane. 
D. The Approximately Equally-Spaced Spherical Array 
It was discussed earlier (Chapter II) that elements 
in all rings of the approximately equally-spaced 
spherical array cannot be spaced equally. Otherwise, 
we would end up with some non-integer number of elements 
in some rings. Thus, the element spacings are allow 
fluctuate a little from ring to ring to make the number 
of antennas in a given ring an integer at all times. By 
this arrangement, the number of antennas in a ring varies 





= sin (4-97) 
dm 




I 2rra = dm m=O 
M 
= 2na L 
m=O 
jka cos e (cos m 
sin em Jo<xm>e 
sin am 
J (B sin 
dm o 
jA cos em 
e ) e 
m 
e - cos e ) 0 
I (4-98) 
where X , A, and B have been defined in Equations (4-16) , 
m 
(4-38), and (4-39} respectively. 
The procedure of the analysis of Equation (4-98} is 
approximately the same as in the case of the latitude-
longitude distribution. Let us start by applying 
Equation (4-5), with E taking the value of zero, to 
Equation (4-98). Now, changing the variable from v to e• 
through the use of the chain rule, and using the property 
of equally-spaced rings, we eliminate the derivative 





2aM I sin e I J (B sin e I > = d ( e I) h=-oo 0 
0 
jA cos 6 1 + j2Mh8 1 
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• e de • (4-99) 
In this type of element distribution, the element 
spacings will vary from ring to ring. They will fluctuate 
around a value, which in this case is the equator element 
spacing. Analysis in Chapter II reveals that this 
fluctuation is very small. Most of the element spacings 
are within one percent of the equator element spacing, 
with the exception of a few rings which contain small 
numbers of elements. Therefore, in this analysis, the 
element spacings are assumed to be the same. That is, 
d(6 1 ) = d (4-100) 





2aM I sin e I Jo(B sin e I > (j h=-oo 
0 
• e 
jA cos 8 1 + j2Mh6 1 d6 1 (4-101) 
1. Pattern Series and Its Coefficients 
Through the use of a series expansion for the Bessel 
function, changing the exponential function into the 
65 
complex sum of cosine and sine changes the far field pattern 
expression (4-101), which becomes an infinite series. The 
th sine part of the H term will cancel the sine part of the 




2~M [ I IA(B') dB' + 2 
0 
n 
n I IA(B')cos(2Mh6')d6' 
0 




=sin 8' J {B sin 8') ejA cos e• 
0 
=sin 8' I(8') , 
in which I{8') has been defined by Equation (4-36). 
(4-102) 
{4-103) 
Similar to the evaluation of the far field pattern 
of the latitude-longitude distribution, the integration of 
the far field pattern series (4-102) has to be integrated 
term by term. The first term will be denoted I 0 A and will 
be integrated by introducing a dummy variable 
x = cos e• , 
then 
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r J (B/1 
2 ejAx dx = - X ) 0 
-i 
1 
I = 2 J (B 11 - x 2) cos Ax dx 0 
0 
where the last integral is obtained by using the fact that 
the exponential function of a complex exponent is the sum 
of cosine and sine of the exponent, which are even and 
odd respectively. The odd function makes the integral 
vanish while the even function doubles the integral. 
From the Table of Integrals [15], the following 
identity is found 
a 
I . ( lb2 c2) J (bl 2 2 cos(cx)dx s1.n a + (4-105) - X ) = o a lb2 2 
0 + c 
Therefore, the fundamental term of the far field pattern is 
(4-106) 
As already shown in Appendix B, we have 
(4-107) 
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This gives I 0 A in its final form: 
sin ( 2 ka sinw) 
IOA = ka sin w (4-108) 
It should be noted that this expression is similar 
to the array factor of a uniform linear array, which is 
given by [18], 
where 
~1{9) = 
. (niP) s.:.t.n 2 
n sin (IP) 2 
27TS ~ = --- cos e - 1JJ A. o 
, (4-109) 
(4-110) 
The similarity between the two is that both are the 
ratios of two sine functions and the argument of the 
numerator varies much faster than that of the denominator. 
Now, let us consider the Hth term of the pattern 
series. This term will be called IHA' 
I < e I> cos < 2MHS I> de' 
A 
Once more the term cos(2MH9 1 ) is expanded into a 
series of Legendre polynomials of even index. 
MH 




where Al(MH)is as found in Equation (4-56). Inserting the 
cosine function back in Equation (4-111) and rearranging 
the integral, the summation becomes 
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, (4-113) 
where KA(l) is the integral part and given by 
n 
KA(l) = f sin 6' Jo(B sin 6')ejA cos 6'p2l(cos 6') d6' 
0 
or in terms of the dummy variable x = cos a• 
1 




Substitution of Equations (4-108) and (4-113) into 
the pattern series (4-102) results in a series similar 
to the one given by Equation (4-60). 
00 00 
(4-116) 
co' cl, c2' ••• are the pattern harmonic coefficients and 
have already been defined by Equations (4-69), (4-70) and 
(4-71) respectively. KA(O) = r 0 A has also been used. 
Again, in the case of a large number of elements, the 
far field pattern for the approximately equally-spaced 
' 
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array will reduce to the first term of Equation (4-116) 
only 
• 2aM 
= --a:- IOA I for large M 
2aM sin (2ka sin w) 
= 
--a:- ka sin w 
4aM sin u (4-117) 
= 
--a:- u ' 
where (4-118) 
u = 2ka sin w 
2. Beamwidth 
a. Beamwidth in the Elevation Angle Plane 
For a large number of elements, only the first term 
of the far field series is sufficient to evaluate the 
beamwidth. 
2aM sin (2ka sin w) EA(a,~) = ~ ka sin w (4-119) 
In order to compute the beamwidth in the elevation angle 




w = b I (4-121) 
where the subscript b stands for the beamwidth. 
Thus, as found in Equation (4-75), we have 
sin ub 1 
----= 
ub 12 
Solving the above equation numerically by applying the 
method of linear iteration [19] gives 
ub = 1. 39156 
The half beamwidth is immediately found to be 






Another way to solve for the beamwidth is to expand 
the function sin ub into an infinite series of ub. Then 
2 4 6 
1 ub ~ ub (4-126) = 1 - 3! + 5! - 7! + ... 12 
In the neighborhood of the mainbeam axis, ub is small. 
Therefore, the series can be approximated by neglecting 
all terms in Equation (4-126) except the first two terms. 
Then 
ub 2 ,;, 3! ( 1 - !_) 
12 
= 312 ( 12 - 1) 
Or, in terms of sin wb 
. 2 312 ( 12 - 1) 




Cos 2wb = 1 - 2 . 2 s1.n 
= 1 - 3/2 (/2- 1) 
2(ka) 2 
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= cos-1[1- 3/2 (/:2- 1)1 , 
2(ka) 2 
(4-128) 
= cos-l[l _ 0.87868 1 
2(ka) 2 
(4-128a) 
Equations (4-124) and (4-128) reveal that the beam-
width of the approximately equally-spaced array does not 
vary with the position of the main beam. This implies 
that the array can be electronically scanned 360 degrees 
in this planar cut without changing the far field pattern. 
In a practical situation, the main beam will change slightly 
as it is scanned about the sphere. This is due to the fact 
that the spacing is not purely uniform. At the far 
observation point, however, the array, as seen by the 
observer, looks highly uniform. This makes the far field 
pattern almost the same regardless of the position of the 
main beam in that planar cut. 
b. Beamwidth in the Azimuth Angle Plane 
To derive the beamwidth in this plane, the elevation 
angle e is fixed at n/2. Then the expression for w 
becomes 
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1 w = -(cp - cp ) 2 0 I at e = e 0 
7T 
= 2" (4-129) 
The expression for w in the 8 = 8 = n/2 plane immediately 
0 
shows that the shape of the main beam on this azimuth 
plane is exactly the same as found in the elevation angle 
plane. Therefore, the beamwidth can be found simply by 
replacing 8b by cp 0 , respectively, in the expression for the 
beamwidth in the elevation angle plane. Hence, 
l rh _ rh I= 2 . -1 £o.69578 1 '~'b '~'o s1.n ka ' (4-130) 
for the exact beamwidth, and 
l cp _ cp I = cos-1 [l _ 0.87868] 
b o (ka) 2 I 
(4-131) 
as an approximation. 
CHAPTER V 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
A. Method of Computation 
This chapter presents the numerical analysis of the 
developments in the preceding chapters. All numerical data 
were obtained through the extensive use of the IBM/360 
computer. The prograrnrnings are Fortran IV under both 
Wat4 and Os. control cards. Wat4 is employed in all 
general prograrnrnings, while Os. is called for when a 
subroutine or a plot program is needed. 
Before we analyze the far field patterns, let us look 
at the equations once more. They are 
E(8,cp) = MN [(1 + C )I + c1K(l) + C2K(2) + •••] 7T 0 0 
for the latitude-longitude distribution, and 
for the approximately equally-spaced distribution. 
It can be seen that the pattern harmonics of both 
types of distributions I K ( n and KA ( u respectively I are 
still in integral form. Since they can not be at present 
integrated into a closed form, it is totally necessary 
that they be integrated numerically. For convenience in 
finding the_ right method to integrate them, K U.) and 
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KA ( t) are put 1n the form of the dummy variable 




K(.2.) = 2 cos Ax J (B 11 dx 
0 
x)P2 .(x) ~ ), (5-1) 




= 2 cos Ax J (Bil 2 
0 X )P 2 i(x) dx . (5-2) 
0 
There are several methods of numerical integration, 
for example, the rectangular rule, trapezoidal rule, 
Simpson's rule, etc. In order to choose the right method 
for the above two equations, one should note that the 
integrand of K(i) makes the integral improper at x = 1. 
But it is guaranteed by Equation (4-58) that this integral 
is definitely finite. In programming, however, the computer 
rejects any division by zero. Therefore, any numerical 
integration method that requires the integrand to be 
evaluated at the end points fails to qualify. Fortunately, 
there 1s one method which does not require the integrand 
to be evaluated there, and yet gives a highly accurate 
result when compared to other methods. It is the method of 
Gaussian Quadrature. 
The principal of the Gaussian Quadrature integration 
1s as follows [20]. 
The interval of integration to be evaluated is trans-
formed from [a,b] to [-1,1] through the substitution 
so that 
1 1 
x = 2 (b - a) t + 2 (a + b) 
b 
J f(x) dx 
a 
= 
b - a 
2 
1 
J F(t) dt 
-1 
where F(t) is the transform of f(x) through the Equation 









F (t ) 
n I 
where N is the number of points at which F(t) is found. 
The higher N is, the more accurate the result will be. 
For the evaluation of the integral through the use 
of the five-point Gaussian formula, t and A are given 
n n 
by [20], 
t4 = - to = 0.90617985 
t) = - tl = 0.53846931 
t2 = 0.0 
A4 = Ao = 0.23692689 
A) = Al = 0.47862867 






The only disadvantage of this method is that t and n 
A 
n' as can be seen from (5-6) I are irrational numbers. 
This does not have any effect on a computer since it can 
store any number without limitation. The main advantage is 
the great accuracy of this method. The five-point 
Gaussian formula gives approximately the same accuracy 
as the 20-division Simpson's rule. 
Upon applying the method to K(1) and KA(1), the 





t + 1 
2 ' 
integrand becomes 
F (t) = F1 (t)F2 (t)F3 (t)/F4 (t} 
F1 (t) 
F2 (t) 




cos A (t + 1) 2 
/1 - 2t -
J (B 2 0 
(t + 1} p21 2 













The five-point formula was employed to perform the 
task in this case. Therefore, the integration is found to 
be 
Integration= 2 {0.23692689 [F(-0.90617985) 
+ F(0.90617885)] + 0.47862867 
• [F (-0. 538469 31) + F (0. 538469 31}] 
+ 0.568888889 F(O}} • (5-13) 
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B. The Pattern Harmonics 
th The H pattern harmonic is defined in Chapter IV by 
IH = CH K(H) (5-13) 
in which CH denotes its coefficient. Since the magnitude 
of CH depends totally on the number of rings, M, it is 
interesting to look at the magnitudes of these coefficients 
as a function of M. Furthermore, as was mentioned before, 
their magnitudes approach zero when M becomes a very large 
value. There is a range of M that is between the so-called 
large and small number of rings. 
Figure 5-l shows the variations of the magnitudes of 
the first few coefficients versus M. It can be seen that 
the coefficients of the higher harmonics are large in 
magnitude when the array consists of only a few rings, but 
decreases rapidly to an almost vanishing value as M 
increases. 
Figures 5-2 and 5-3 show the magnitudes of the first 
few pattern harmonics as a function of M. Again, the 
magnitudes of these harmonics are seen to decrease as M 
increases. Furthermore, the higher the harmonic, the smaller 
its magnitude will be. At the region of small M, it may be 
noticed that some harmonic magnitudes are larger than that 
of the fundamental. This is the region of invalidity since 
the far field pattern in this study is defined only for 
large M. 
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co 
0 
The application determines the critical range of M 
for the definition "large number of rings". Since the 
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main purpose of this analysis is to illustrate the principle 
involved, accuracy is not foremost in our calculations. 
The first four terms of the far field pattern series will 
be used in computing the far field patterns. To satisfy 
the large number of ring requirements, M will be chosen 
to be 20 to minimize the computing time with a fairly good 
accuracy for the four-term approximation. This value of M 
will be used in all computations made. 
With M = 20, Figures 5-4, 5-5, and 5-6 show the 
comparison along the pattern harmonics on various planes 
for the latitude-longitude (LL) distribution. Figures 5-7, 
5-8, and 5-9 show the same plots for the approximately 
equally-spaced (AES) distribution. From these figures, 
one thing is obvious; that the fundamental term almost 
completely dominates the other harmonics which decrease 
rapidly to a nearly vanishing value at large angles away 
from the main beam. 
C. Far Field Pattern Analysis 
Figure 5-10 shows the flow chart used in the pattern 
computation programming. In order to bound the pattern 
between -1 and 1, it is at every point normalized such 
that the main beam is unity. For convenience in program-
. · beg;ns at the main beam, and the 
m1ng, the evaluat~on • 
value obtained there is used as the normalizing factor. 
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Figure 5-10. The Far Field Pattern Programming Flow Chart 
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The pattern is not always symmetrical due to the asymmet-
rical arrangement of antennas in the array. Because of 
this fact, it becomes necessary to evaluate the pattern 
around the sphere (i.e., 360 degrees from the mainbeam). 
The computer programming for the pattern evaluation 
is under an Os. control card. The Os. is employed so that 
the subroutine for Bessel functions and Legendre poly-
nomials can be called from the subroutine area. The 
program is shown in Appendix F. 
The arguments of the Bessel functions from Equation 
(4-46) can be negative at some points. This does not 
affect the value of the Bessel functions since they are 
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even functions. In the program, however, since the computer 
does not store any values of Bessel functions of a 
negative agrument, it is necessary that their arguments be 
under the absolute sign. Yet a problem still exists since 
the absolute sign makes the argument approach zero from 
the negative side. Consequently, the value of J 0 {x) at 
x = 0 is computed to be zero instead of unity, as it should 
be. In order to avoid this problem, the number 0.00005 is 
added to the argument of the Bessel function so that it 
approaches zero from the positive end. 
Figure 5-11 illustrates the approximated pattern of 
the LL element distribution in the plane ¢ = 0 with the 
' d 8 = TI/6, TI/4, and TI/3. From this 
ma1nbeam positione at 0 
figure, it can be seen that the pattern changes shape 
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0 
moves from TI/6 to TI/3. The far field pattern of the AES 
element distribution at various positions of the mainbeam 
is not shown since it is not a function of the mainbeam 
position. This has been proven in Chapter IV. 
Figures 5-12a, b, and c show the approximated pattern 
of the LL distribution around the sphere in the plane 
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8 = TI/2. The purpose here is to investigate the radiation 
pattern in the region away from the mainbeam. The mainbeam 
is fixed at 80 = TI/2 = ¢0 • Part a shows the pattern in the 
region 0-120 degrees from the mainbeam axis, part b in the 
region 120-240 degress and part c 240-360 degrees. 
Figures 5-13a, b, and c show the same plots for the AES 
element distribution in the plane ¢ = 0 with the mainbeam 
at 8 = 0 = ¢ • The approximated pattern for the AES 
0 0 
element distribution in the plane 8 = TI/2 with the mainbeam 
at 80 = TI/2 is shown in Figure 5-14. 
From these figures, it is observed that there are 
no high grating lobes in the far field patterns. This 
indicates that most of the power supplied to the spherical 
antenna array is in the mainbeam. The highest grating 
lobe of the far field pattern in the ¢-plane is 0.0464 
(normalized) or -26.67 db for the LL element distribution 
and 0.0259 (normalized) or -31.734 db for the AES element 
distribution. 
The sidelobe of the LL element distribution lS found 
to be 0.24838 (-12.096 db) in the plane 8 = n/2. In the 
¢ = TI/2 plane, the sidelobes are very small while the 
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grating lobe increases in magnitude at a po1'nt approximately 
60 degrees from the mainbeam. Their magnitudes are 
observed to be 0.06184 (-24.174 db) for the sidelobe and 
0.16969 (-15.4020 db) for the maximum grating lobe. 
In the far field patterns of the AES element 
distribution, as shown in Figures 5-13a, b, and c, and 
5-14, the patterns in both principal planes are exactly 
the same. Their sidelobe is 0.1788 (-15.952 db). 
From these figures, the general pattern of a 
spherical antenna array seems to contain a large region of 
flat grating lobes and, for this study, was found to be 
symmetrical around the mainbeam. The high grating lobe 
which appears in the pattern of the LL element distribu-
tion in the elevation angle plane occurs because in that 
particular plane the array contains the characteristic of 
an edge array which has high grating lobes in its 
pattern [21]. (It should be noted that the element currents 
at the poles of the array are N times stronger than that 
of each individual element.) This high grating lobe does 
not appear in the AES distribution pattern since the array 
does not contain such characteristics in any plane. 
In order to show the validity of the approximation, 
the approximated patterns of both element distributions are 
compared to the true far field pattern. For convenience, 
the comparison will be made at the mainbeam only. It is 
d · s 1·nce here it is easy to find the far rna e at this po1nt, 
' ... 
... 
field pattern of the true beam. F Ch rom apter III, the far 
field pattern at the mainbeam is given by 
M N L Lm I 
m=O n=l mn 
In this study, Imn is assumed to be uniformly unity. 
Therefore, the far field pattern is found to be 
100 
for the LL element distribution. This is actually the 
total number of elements in the spherical array. For the 
AES element distribution, this term can be found by 
summing all elements in all rings. For the case of M = 20, 
the total number of elements in the AES element distri-
bution is found to be 510. 
Figures 5-15 and 5-16 show the approximated far field 
pattern and the true far field pattern for various values 
of M. The former is for the LL element distribution, the 
latter for the AES element distribution. Both figures show 
that the approximated far field pattern for large M does 
not differ from the true far field pattern. The figures 
also show the invalid range of small M, in which the far 
field patterns are not accurate for such approximations. 
D. Beamwidth 
The expre ssions for the beamwidth as analyzed in 
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BW = 2 cos-1 [l _ 1.17157 ----~2--------~2---] 
(ka) (1 + 4sin e ) 
0 
in the elevation angle plane, and 
BW = 2 cos-1 [l _ 1.32795] 
(ka) 2 
1n the azimuth angle plane. Both are for the LL element 
distribution. The appearance of the spherical array, as 
seen from a distant point on the rnainbeam axis, changes 
as the mainbeam is scanned along a plane. At 0 = 0, the 0 
spherical array looks like a two-dimensional array with 
a high element density about the mainbeam axis, but with 
a gradually thinner density away from this location. This 
gives rise to the broad beam. On the other hand, at 
80 = n/2, the element density is high around the edge of 
the array but rather thin at the rnainbearn axis. This 
leads to a narrow bearnwidth. Between the period of n/2, 
the beamwidth varies within these two extremes. 
In the azimuth angle plane, however, the bearnwidth 
does not vary with the position of the mainbeam. Thus, 
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the beamwidth of the AES element distribution is independent 
of 8 in both planes. This is due to the fact that in 
0 
these particular planes the spherical arrays look like a 
uniform array. Therefore, the beamwidth in these planes 
can not be controlled by positioning the mainbeam. Its 
width is entirely dependent on the signal frequency used 
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9.34 degrees for the LL element distribution and 5.3712 
degrees for the AES element distribution. 
E. ~ Scanning Property of the Spherical Array 
J07 
In addition to the details in the beamwidth discussion 
in the above section, Equations (4-88) and (4-89) for the 
LL element distribution, and (4-108) for the AES clement 
distribution, show that the pattern of both spherical 
arrays remain constant with respect to the mainbeam position. 
This is due to the fact that the radiation pattern var1es 
as a function of the difference of the angles with the 
mainbeam position as a reference. From these facts, it 
leads to the conclusion that in the azimuth angle plane, 
for the LL element distribution, and both planes for the 
AES element distribution, the spherical array can be 
scanned in all directions without losing or introducing 
any pattern changes due to scanning. 
For the LL element distribution, in the case of the 
elevation angle plane, the pattern obviously changes its 
shape while being scanned. However, 
comparison between 
the patterns with e = n/6, n/4, and ~/3 show 
that the 
0 
change in side lobe when the pattern is 
scanned is very 
small. Therefore, the introduction of any pattern changes 
should not be very significant. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A. Conclusions 
The far field radiation pattern of an isotropic 
spherical antenna array with two types of element distri-
butions, a latitude-longitude distribution and an 
approximately equally-spaced distribution, have been 
theoretically investigated using Poisson's Sum Formula. 
An approximation was made only for the case of a large 
number of elements. 
The far field radiation pattern results in the form 
of a convergent infinite series whose harmonic amplitudes 
are much smaller than the fundamental term when the number 
of elements is large. In the case of a large number of 
elements, the far field radiation patterns are given by 
E(8,<j>) = MN J [ka(sinw- cos6 + cose )]J [ka(sinw 0 0 0 
+ cos8 - cos80 ) 1 
for the latitude-longitude distribution, and 
2aM sin(2ka sin w) 
EA(8,<j>) =-a- ka sin w 
for the approximately equally-spaced distribution. 
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The expressions of beamwidths in various planes were 
obtained in closed forms. For the latitude-longitude 
element distribution, they are · g1ven by 
BW = 2 cos- 1 [1 _ 1.17157 
(ka) 2 (1 + 4sin2 a ) ] 
0 
in the plane of the elevation angle, and 
BW = 2 cos-1 [l _ 1.32795] 
(ka) 2 
in the plane of the azimuth angle. 
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For the approximately equally-spaced element distribu-
tion, they are given by 
BW = 2 cos-1 [l _ 0.87868] (ka) 2 
in both planes. 
Numerical analysis was performed by selecting 
arbitrarily the number of rings to be 21 to minimize the 
computing time and yet to provide good accuracy. Only the 
first four terms of the far field radiation pattern series 
were taken into consideration. Better accuracy may be 
obtained by simply adding more terms of the series. The 
beamwidth was also analyzed numerically at this number of 
rings. 
The far field radiation patterns of both types of 
element distributions do not vary with the mainbeam 
locations except for the case of the latitude-longitude 
distribution in the elevation angle plane. However, the 
110 
pattern change 1n that plane 1s very insignificant. Results 
also show that the radiation patterns contain no large 
grating lobes. The range of these low grating lobes is 
rather large, particularly in the region of 50 to 310 
degrees.from the mainbeam axis. The sidelobes remain 
almost constant for a large number of elements while the 
mainbeams remain very narrow; approximately 5 degrees. 
Even though mutual coupling among elements has been 
neglected, the results of both types of element distribu-
tions are practically desirable. The mutual coupling, 
however, can not be forgotten in practice, especially when 
the element spacing is less than halfwavelength. This 
makes the approximately equally-spaced distribution the 
only one applicable since the average element spacing is 
halfwavelength. 
B. Recommendations 
This research covered a spherical array of isotropic 
point sources since the interest was only in the far field 
pattern created by a spherical array. 
The current distribution of the spherical array was 
assumed uniform. Nonuniform current distribution would be 
a very interesting case since another degree of freedom 
is added to the problem. 
The nonuniform element spacing as well as the ring 
spacing should prove to be of interest for investigation. 
With these degrees of freedom, however, the problem could 
be extremely difficult mathematically. Some special 
functions might be required in order to solve such a 
problem. 
In addition to these problems, there is a problem of 
polarization produced by the array of polarized elements. 
As cited in the literature, Sengupta, et al. [3] worked on 
the array of circularly polarized elements and concluded 
that the array of such elements are circularly polarized 
in all directions if each element is circularly polarized. 
Wolff [2] worked on a general array of linearly polarized 
elements. With these reports on two extreme conditions, a 
question arises, 11 How does a spherical array change the 
polarizability of its elements? 11 Or, to put it in a 
simpler word, 11 Can a spherical array improve the polariza-
bility of its elements? .. 
The author of this paper has performed elementary 
work on the polarization of a spherical array of a general 
element distribution of crossed dipoles (see Appendix E) • 
The far field pattern becomes 
111 
E(8,¢) = L (6-1) 
m,n 
where c (8,¢) is the complex magnitude which is a function 
ron 
of the spherical coordinates 8 and ¢. If we separate the 




which is elliptically polarized with the axial ratio 
AR = (6-3) 
The general expression of E(8,¢) in Equation (6-1) 
shows that it is similar to the case of nonuniform current 
distribution. Therefore, if we could solve the problem 
of nonuniform element current distribution, the same 
method should help solving the polarization problem by 
considering it as an array of a complex element current 
distribution. 
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APPENDIX A 
EQUALLY-SPACED SPHERICAL ARRAYS 
A. Ring-Type Division 
Let a sphere be divided into n equal stripes. The 
ring of each stripe is also divided into m subintervals 
whose chord is equal to the distance between two adjacent 
rings. For convenience, let the rings be in the horizontal 
position. Figure A-la and b shows the top view and the 
cross-sectional front view of such division, respectively. 
C denotes the length of the chord connecting two adjacent 
elements and 8 the angle subtended by the chord at the 
center o of the sphere whose radius is denoted by a. In 
the front view, a perpendicular is drawn from an element 
to the polar axis and r denotes its length. Let the length 
of the line connecting this intersection and the center o 
be z. 
and 
Therefore, for the first ring to be considered 
~ 8 = n 
r = a sin 8 
z = a cos 8 




---- - -~ 
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Figure A-lb. Cross-Sectioned Front View 
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c2 2 + (a Z)2 = r -
= 2a2 (1 - cos 8) 
4a 2 sin 2 e = 2 
Taking the square root of both sides gives 
C = 2a sin ~ 
where only the positive sign of the square root is taken 
since C must be positive and 0 ~ e ~ ~. 
Since the ring is also divided into m equal sub-
intervals, each of these must subtend the angle of 2~/m 
at the polar axis. Figure A-2 shows the cross-sectioned 
118 
(A-4) 
top view of the sphere to show the ring with its radius r. 
Therefore, from Figure A-2, 
C = 2r sin (~) 
m 
(A-S) 
Equating Equation (A-4) to (A-5) with the expression of e 
and r from (A-1) and (A-2) gives 
sin ~ 2a sin (~) (~) 2a <2n) = . n m (A-6) 
Using the trigonometric identity 
sin e = 2 sin 
e e 2 cos 2 (A-7) 
to reduce Equation (A-6) to 
~ 
sin (~) 1 = 2 cos (2n) rn (A-8) 
Since m and n must always be integers, it is evident that 
Equation (A-8) can not be satisfied for all n except for 






Figure A-2. Cross-Sectioned Top View of the First Ring 
B. Polygon-Type Division 
In the polygon-type division, the angle o at the 
center of the sphere is not restricted to be TI over an 
integer. To distinguish it from the previous 8, let it 
be called e1 . Therefore, Figures A-la, b, and A- 2 can 
still be employed with the replacement of 8 by 81. 
or 
Replacing n/n in Equation (A-8) by 81 gives 
8 
(__!_) sin (7T) 1 = 2 cos 2 m 
-1 1 81 = 2 cos [---------] 





Evaluating 81 from Equation (A-10) for each m shows that 
m = 1 
m = 2 
m = 3 
m = 4 
m = 5 
m = 6 
m > 6 
81 = no solution 
81 = 120° 
81 = 109.52° 
81 = goo 
a1 = 63.42° 
al = oo 
81 = imaginary 
(A-ll) 
For the purpose of a spherical array, the value m = 5 
is certainly chosen so that there will be as many elements 
as possible in the array. This means that the first ring 
circumscribes a pentagon whose sides are equal to the 
length of the line connecting the nearest pole to one of 
its vertices. The same procedure working from another pole 
will give its first ring circumscribing another pentagon 
which is congruent to the first one. Rotate the two 
pentagons around the polar axis until the connections 
between their elements form equitriangles. Note that the 
connections of each pentagon to its corresponding pole 
already form equitriangles. The final polygon which is 
obviously circumscribed by the sphere is an icosahedron. 





EVALUATION OF THE ARGUMENTS IN EQUATION (4-45) 
It has been given that 
A = ka(cos e - cos e0 ) (B-1) 
B = ka p (B-2) 
Therefore, after substituting the expression of p2 from 
(3-11) 1 
= (ka) 2{(cos e- cos 
2 2 2 
= (ka) {cos e - 2 cos e cos eo + cos eo 
Defining 
cos 2w = cos a cos eo + sin e sin eo cos(¢ - ¢0) 
Then Equation (B-3) is simplified to 
A2 + B2 = 2(ka) 2 (1 - cos 2w) 
) 2 . 2 = 4(ka s1.n w 
Hence 







1 IA2 + B2 A ka(sin w 8 8 ) (B-7) 2 - = - cos + cos 0 ' 
1 IA2 + B2 + A ka (sin + 8 8 ) (B-8) 2 = w cos - cos 0 
gives 
APPENDIX C 
EVALUATION OF THE COEFFICIENT A (MH) 
m 
Substituting Equation (4-53) into Equation (4-52) 
A (MH) = 4m + 1 {2(2MH+l-2m+l) (2MH+l-2m+3)•••(2MH+l+2m-l) 
m 4 (2MH+l 2m) (2MH+l-2m+2) • • • (2MH+l+2m) 
_ 2 (2MH-l-2m+1) (2MH-l-2m+3) • • • (2MH-1+2m-l)} 
(2MH-1-2m) (2MH-l-2m+2) • • • (2MH-1+2m) 
= 4m + 1 {(2MH-2m+2) (2MH-2m+4)•••(2MH+2m) 
2 (2MH-2m+l) (2MH-2m+4)••• (2MH+2m+l) 
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(2MH-2M) (2MH-2m+2)•••(2MH+2m-2) 
- (2MH-2m-l) (2MH-2m+l) •••(2MH+2m-l)} (C-1) 
It has been noted that both terms contain common factors. 
Factoring them out leaves the last ratio of the first term 
and the first ratio of the second term. 
A (MH) = 4m + 1 (2MH-2m+2) (2MH-2m+4)•••(2MH+2m-2) 
m 2 ( 2MH-2m+l) ( 2MH-2m+4) • • • ( 2MH+2m-l) 
2MH+2m 2MH-2m ) 
• (2MH+2m+l - 2MH-2m-1 
(C-2) 
Let us consider at the moment the last factor of 
Equation (C-2) 
2MH+2m 2MH-2m 
2MH+2m+l - 2MH-2m-l 
(2MH+2m) (2MH-2m-l)-(2MH-2m) (2MH+2m+1) 
= (2MH+2m+l) (2MH-2m-l) 
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= 4(MH) 2 +4MHm-4MHm+2MH-4m2-2m-4(MH) 2+4MHm+2MH-4MHm+4m2+2m 
(2MH-2m+l) (2MH-2m-l) 
4 (MH) 
= (2MH+2m+l) (2MH-2m-l) 
Then, the final form of the mth coefficient of the 




(2MH) (2MH-2m+2) (2MH-2m+4) ••• (2MH+2m-2) 




THE CLOSED FORM OF THE PATTERN COEFFICIENT c1 
As defined by Equation (4-6lb) 
c = 2 1 
00 
L Al (pM) 
p=l 
From Equation (C-4) 
5 ( 2pM) ( 2pM) 
Al(pM) = (2pM-3} (2pM-l} (2pM+l) (2pM+3) 
20E2M2 




(4p 2M2 - 9) (4p 2M2 - 1) 
= 5 G(pM) 
where 
G {pM) -
{ 4p M - 9) ( 4p M - 1) 
Now setting 
G(pM) A + -~B:.....,---
= -4 p_2_M....::,2,::_.-_-9 4 p 2M2 - 1 














A1 (pM) 5 [ 9 1 ] = 8 4p2M2 





Now applying Equation (4-68) with 
a = 3 , 
b = 2M I 
for the first series, and 
a = 1 , 
b = 2M I 
for the second one gives 
5 1 3'1T ( 3'JT) 
cl = 4 [2 - 4M cot 2M 1 'IT 'IT 2 + 4M cot (2M)] 
= i~M [cot (;M) - 3 cot(~~)] (D-7) 
APPENDIX E 
POLARIZABILITY OF A SPHERICAL ANTENNA ARRAY 
The complete expression for the far field electric 
field produced at the far field point P(r0 , 8, ¢) by a 
spherical antenna array of identical elements is given 
by [3] 
E(6,¢) = 




where the primed coordinates indicate the local system of 
each element as shown in Figure E-1. The primed origin is 
located at each element, the polar axis z' is along the 
direction of the pattern minimum of the individual element 
and the x' axis is taken in the z-z' plane. 
Emn(e' ,¢') is the individual element pattern in 
primed coordinates, which assumes the general expression of 
(E-2) 
in which fl and f 2 are real functions and c is a constant 
specifying the state of polarization of the element field 
pattern, e 8 , and ecp, are two unit vectors in the 8' and¢' 
directions, respectively. 
It is necessary that the primed coordinates system be 




















Illustration of the Local System (x' ,y' ,z') 
in the Main System (x,y,z) 
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y 
Segupta, et al. (3] h t d ave repor e the necessary 
transformation relations as follows: 
cos 8 1 =sin em sin e cos(¢ - <f>n) +cos em cos e 
cos 
cos <f> 1 = 
cos 8 sin e cos(¢ - <f>n) - sin e cos 8 
e81 = 
m m 
sin e I ee 
sin 8 sin(¢ - <f>n) 
+ 
m 
sin 8 I e¢ 
sin e sin(¢ - <f>n) 
e 4> I 
m 
= ee sin el 
cos 8 sin e cos(¢ - <f>n) - sin e cos 8 m m 
sin 8 I e¢ 
Let an element of the antenna array be a crossed 
dipole with 90 degrees out of phase. This element gives 
the radiation of an elliptical polarization and lS given 
by [22] 
Emn ( e I I¢ I) = cos e 1 (cos ¢ 1 + j sin .+.1) e 'I' 81 
- (sin ¢ 1 - j cos 
with the axial ratio being 
AR = I cos 8 I I 
Substituting Equations (E-3) and (E-4) into (E-1), 
and after some algebraic manipulation, we have 
E(e,¢) = 
j¢ 1+j(ka cos8 1 -~mn 1 ) 
\ [A (8,¢)+B n(8,¢)]e 








Amn(O,¢) = sin 8 sin(t~-. - t~-. ) [cot 8' e j -] m ~ ~n ~ - sine• ee 
Bmn(O,¢) 









= [sin e cos e cos e sin e cos(¢ rn rn 
. [cot e • ee + j sine' e<P] 
and <P = <Po' 
I [Arnn ( e , <P) + Brnn ( e , <P) l 
rn,n 
t~,l + ka COS 8 1 - ~ I = Q I ~ mn 





- <Pn) ] 









c (8 ,q,)e 
mn 






j [ka(l/J -t:. )+(s -n > J 
C (J,¢)e mn mn mn ron 
mn 
( E- 8) 
where 
1/Jmn = cos a cos 8 + sin 8 sin 8 cos(¢ - ¢n) m m 
1::. = 1/Jmn ( ~ o ' ¢ o) mn 
-1 sin 8 sin(¢-¢ } 
smn 
n ] = tan [ 
sin e cos 8 cos(¢-¢ ) - sin e cos e m n m 




C 1\1.\PnNr. YnnTH!\NflM r>Hf! rJI~SrRTATif11\1 
r.r. THF- Sr>ACTNG nrVTATTONS !"! THC Ar>PROXI'-1/\TELY 
(C F')tJALL Y-SPAf.fr' IIRP .'\Y. f)' M r ~J s I 0 ~, n :? r ( ? ( I ' n 4r ( 4 n ) ' n 6 n ( 6.} ) ' n R ·') ( R 0) 9 ') 1 0 IJ ( 1 (' (1 t 
C ·'\ L l PEN P 1 S ( ' n t\ P nr·J r, Yfl'l T H 1\ 1\I(W ' , l h, l ) 
P r A£" ( 1 , 1 r:; ) X P n S P! 9 Y P 0 S T "' , T 7 f R n, v l [ Qn, T M T 1\1 9 P.' ,1\ X 
1 , Y '·' T "I , Y M fl. X , 0 T , n Y 
1~ F~RM/\T(lCFA.l) 
C 1\ L l "' 1 E W P I T ( X P n S I 1\! , Y P q S T "' , 1 C • C J 
r. 1\ Ll OP I r, Pl ( T 7 F P (l, Y l FP n l 
r. ~I l T SCALE ( T ~·TN, T "1 fl. X, P .I) l 
f.~ll VSCALF(Y~IN,Y~AX,~.I)J 
C:fl.ll TI\XJS(I1T) 
C~Ll VAX IS( rw) 
PT = '1..141'5Q 
10 nn 500 ~=2C,lC0,2C 
K = M-1 
on 1ro T=1,K 
Rl\l~ = 2.*"1*STNfi*PI/M) 
1\1'-1 = Q N M + 0 • 5 
R~TTO = PN~/NIIo1 
OEVI~ = (RATJQ-1)*100. 
30 JF(M-?Cl 10,?C,40 
20 0?0( Tl = f)fVIA 
r,n rn 100 
40 IF(M-40) 1(','}(,60 
'10 040(1) = OEVTA 
r;n rn 700 
AO JF(M-AC) 40,7C,~0 
70 OAC(JJ =DEVIl\ 
r.n rn 100 
~C JF(M-PO) 6C,GC,l00 
QQ f)QO(I) = DEVIA 
r.1 TO 700 
100 TF(I'A-1001 PO,llC,l20 
110 nlOC"( l) = DEVIl\ 
7 0 0 C 0 I" I T J N U F 
c:; 0 0 r. 'l NT II'! U E 










CC Nl\P£:"JG YnfJH-11\~~'l~ PHIJ DI SSF'{Tt\TifJN 
CC THF HAR'-1m~ [C Cf1F FF I~ IF"JTS /I.S fl. FlJr-JCTION OF "1. 
f)fME'\JSlflN CC!lCGl,Cl( 1001,(2( lC8),(1(100) 
PI = 3.14150 
[)r) 50C M=l, 10C 
CO(~}= ~.-(Pt/(?.*M))':'(nTt\N!PI/C?.*'-1)) 
Cl(~) = 5.*Pl*(CnT!I.N(Pt/(2.*M)}-~.*CUTA~(3.*DI/ 
1 ( 2. * '-1} ) ) I ( 1 t_,. *M l 
(?(~I= ~.*PI*!C0TAN(Dl/(?.*MI)+7.5*CnT!I.N(3.*Pf/ 
l ( J • * M l l- 1 7 • ~ * C n T 1\ t--! ( ~ • * P I I ( ? • * ~~ I ) l I ( 1 2 ~ • * ·~ l 
5 0 0 c ' ( M ) = ( l -~ * p l I ( ? cIt ~ • *...., ) l * ( 5 • * r: I) T fl. N ( [) I I ( 2 • * M ) I + 





CALL TPL f(('l., 100,1,3) 







NI\RONG Y£10THANOM PHD OISSERTI\TlO~ 
THE riRST FrW PATTERN HfiiHHlNICS AS A FUNCTif1"J 
DIMENSION TF.PV(5C ),Y(30),P"TTC300l,P~0(100) or M. 
l,PHll3CO),PH2(3GC),PH3C300) . 
Fl(T) = COS((T+l.)*A/2.1 
F(T) = Fl(Tl*F?*F3 
CALL PENPOS ( 1 NAPrNG YOOTHANOM',l6,1) 










THETAf1 = Pl/2. 
PHIO = C. 
PHI = PHIO 
THETA = Pl/2. 
KA = 20 




B = KAORHO 
CO= 2.-(PI/(2.*Ml l*COTAN(PI/(~.*Mll 
Cl = 5.*Pl*(Cf1TA"J(PI/(2.*Mll-3.*COTANl3.*Pl/(2.*M) 
1))/(l6.0M) . 
C2 = 9.*PI*(COTAN(Pl/(2.*M))+7.5*f.OTAN(1.*PI/(2.*Ml 
lJ-17.50COTAN(5.*Pl/(2.*M)))/(12B.*~) 
c '3 = ( 1 3 * p 1/ ( 2 c 4 8 • * M ) ) * ( '5 • * c 0 T AtH p I /( 2 • * ,'-4 ) ) + 2 1 • * 




3 TIO = 2.*SINCAAAl/AAA 
r.o Tn 5 
4 TIO = 2. 
5 TO= -0.90617qR5 
Tl = -0.53R4693l 
T2 = 0.0 
T3 = -Tl 
T4 = -TO 
AO = 0.23692689 
A 1 = 0 • 4 7 86 2 8 6 7 
A2 = 0.56888888 
A3 = Al 
A4 = AO 
nn 50 L=l,3 




K = 2*L 
CALL I EPfY,X,K+l) 
F1 = Y(K+l) 
IF(T-T0l72,73,74 
73 T = Tl 
GO TO nO 
74 IF(T-Tl)73,Pl,82 
81 T=T2 
GO TO 60 
82 JF(T-T2) 8l,C)C,C)l 
go T= T3 
GO TO 60 
91 IF(T-T3) C)Q,g4,95 
g4 T=T4 
GO TO 60 
9 5 T F: R M { t ) = ( A 0 * F ( T 0 ) + fl 1 * F ( T 1 ) +A 2 ~~I= { T 2 l + \ 3 * F ( T 1 ) + '\ 4 * 
lF(T4))*2• 
50 CONT lt'IUE 
PATT(M) = CG*TIG+Cl*TfRM(l)+C2*TERMf?I+C3*TER~(3) 
PHC(~) = CC*Tin/PATT(M) 
PHl('q = Cl*TERM(ll/PATT(M) 
PH2(~) = C2*T[RM(2)/PATT(M) 
PH3(M) = C1*TERM(3l/PATT(M) 
AA = PHO(M) 
qR = PHI (M) 
CC : PH2 PO 
DO = PH3 PO 














C ~"Rfll'!(: YrlJTHI\NllM PHI) DTS<;C:RT.'\TTil~ 
C C T H F Ll. A P D R 0 X I '~ 1\ T F f) P fl. T T F R l'l fl "J T 1--1 F r> t 1\ ~ f- fl r T H r 
C C E I_ F V A T I [1 l'l A "' r, L E W T T H V f'. R 1 r11 J S p ~1 <; f T J •l ~ <; n F T 4 E 
CCC Mfi.INBFJ\~S. 
C TWO OIMFI'ISJ!l\lt.L PLOT 
fl I Y F N S I 'l t-J T r q M ( r. r ) , Y ( l 0 l , r> .-\ T T ( '• 'J l ) , n 1\ T T ~J ( '• r r_ ) , 
1 P AT T f\J 1 ( 3 r' J ) , P f\ T T ~J 2 ( ~ C C" ) , o 1\ T T ·~ 3 ( ~ J J ) 
Fl(T)-= COS((T+l.l>'=fll?.l 
F4(Tl = S~OT(1.-?.*T-T~*2ll?. 
F ( T I = F 1 ( T l * F 2 >:: F l I F '• ( T ) 
c 11. L l P E N P n c; ( H.J 1'1 R r 1 N r. v n n r H fl. r-~ n,•.1 • , 1 A , 1 ) 
R f A 0 ( 1 , 1 0 l X P r 5 I N , Y P fJ S [ ~.J , T 7 E r> n , Y 7_ F D fl , T ;~ I 1\J , Tv 1\ X , 
lY~TN,YMl\X,OT,DY 
10 FnRMAT(lCF6.1) 







THETA£1 = PJ/6. 
PHI(1 =0. 
THETAX = PJ/lAO. 
PH [ = 0 • 
DO ?Q J= l, 3 
THETf\ = THETAO 
M:?O 
N = 2*M 
K!\ = 0.62q*N 
on 10 1=1,240 
A= KI\*(COS(HlFTtd-r.OqTH[Tl\0)) 
RHO= SQPT(5Jf\'(TI-IET/I.l**?+SJt-J(T'~[Th!ll**?-?.~SJ\I 
1 ( T Hf T fl) *SIN ( T HET .'\(l) :::• cr c; ( r>H T- oq l n) ) 
f' = KA*RHO 
C '"l = ? • - ( P I I ( ? • * \• l l * C n T fl. ~J ( r> l I ( ? • * ~ ) l 
Cl = "i.*PT*(Cf'T!IN(r>J/(?.*"'))-~.*C'JTI\~(1.* 0 11!:?.*""') 
]))/(l6.*M) 
C 7 -= n • * P I* ( CrT 1\ ~· ( n J I ( 2 • * '"' l l + 7 • '3 *' C fl T h. 'l ( ~ • * r I I ( ? • * "-~) 
ll-17.5*COTA~(~.*Pf/(?.*~)) )1(17R.*~l 
( 1 = ( 1 3 * P I I ( 2 C '• F • * ~1 l ) * ( S • * r r1 T !I 'J ( P I I ( ? • * '1 l l ~ ? l • * r 'l T fo. ·~ 
1 ( 1 • * p I I ( 2. * r-1 ) J +] c c::. * c n T A ~I ( '). * p r I ( 2. * M) ) -? 31 • *r. fJ T ·"' N 
? ( 7 • * P I I ( ? • * ~~ , J J 
ll = ARSCO.~*S0RTC~**?~9*~?l-~l +O.Q000S 
l? = ARSf0.5*SORT(~**?•~**2)+fl) +C.000G"i 
CALL nrSJ(ll,C,r[Slr,C.01fC5,Cl 
(~ll PfSJ(l?,r,PFS?~,C.COCC~,Ol 
T I n = P I * ~ F <; l f' * P F S ? 0 
T'l = -c.oOIJI70Fl'i 
Tl = -G.~1A4691l 
T7 = ('. 
T4 = -TO 
Tl = -Tl 
/1.0 = C.71n926Pq 
138 
Al = r-.47A6?~67 
.~~ = 0.5nARRAPR8 
!\l = t\1 
/1.4 = AO 
rn z.:;o L = 1,3 
72 T = TO 
AO R~-: ARS(R*SQRT(~.-2.*T-T**?l/?.)+0.00UC5 
C~U RESJ(Rfi,(',F?,C.C'fOG5,0l 
X= (T+l.)/2. 
K = '?*L 
C~LL lfP(Y,X,K+l) 
F1 = Y(K+U 
IF(T-TIJJ72,71,74 
73 T = Tl 
GO TO 60 
74 IF(T-Tl)71,Rl,82 
81 T = T2 
GIJ T'l 60 
R2 lF(T-T2lAl,q0,91 
qo T -= T3 
GfJ TO 60 
91 JF(T-T3)90,94,q5 
94 T = T't 
r.'J rn 60 
9~ TERM(L) = 2.*(AC*FCTO)+Al*F(Tl)+A2*F(T?)+43*F(T3) 
1+~4*F(T4)) 
?~0 CONTINUE 
P-'\TT(I, = M*N*(fC*TTO+C:l*TER~( l)+C:?*TE~'4 (?l+C3* 
1TfRM(3))/PI 
PATTNCI) = PI\TT(J)/DI\TT(l) 
25 IF(THETAO-Pl/6.) 30,3C,40 
10 P~TTNl{l) = PATTN(IJ 
GO TO 70 
40 IF(THETAO-PI/4.) ?~.~0,61 
'50 P~TT~'?(I) = PATHHit 
Gil TO 70 
61 IF(THFTI\0-l'J/3.) 40,65,7~ 
65 PI\TT"J3( I) = !'ATTN( I) 
70 THETI\ = TYtTA+THETI\X 
20 THFTAO = THETAn+ri/17. 




C 1\LI FNOPL T 






NI\Pn~r, Yf_l'lTt-lANOM f"lH[") nJ';)F'JfATJrH-1 
(fliVPAPISfli\J rF THF !-=JPST FFW Pt\Tfr:R"l H.\R"'fli\JTC<\ f\S 
f\ Ftl"JCTIOI\l flF THE Sr>tH~F UH,Pni~J.\Tf-S. 
n T M f ~~ S l n ~ T E R ~ ( t; C ) , Y ( "\ C ) , P t\ T T ( .,_ ( l • Jl , D 1-1 C ( 3 0 (' ) 
1, r>HJ (~0f'.) ,PH2(3(r') ,PH'3( 1i~r:·l 
Fl (Tl = C'lS( CT+1. l*f\1?.) 
F~(T) = S0RT(.,.-?.*T-T**71/?. 
F(T} = Fl(Tl*F?*F3 /F4(T) 
C H. t D F N P fJ S ( 1 N h P f1 N r. Y fH JT H Mif"l M t, 1 A , 1 ) 
PFf\0(1,101 XPOSTN,YP'lST~ 7 TZFQO,YlEP'l,TMJN,T~hX, 









PT = ':l.l4159 
THF:Tf\n = Df/?. 
D4J(l = 0. 
TI~FT~ = PT/2. 
PLfl = PHJO 
PY!X = PJ/180. 
~ = ?0 
f) 1l 7r:·O I=l,lAG 
"J = 2*M 
1<:1\ = r.A:?A*N 
t\ = KA*(COS(THFTf\l-CnSCTHFTt\'1}1 
R'-f0 = SOPTCSl~~(THETI\l**?+<;IN{T'-1rTAni**2-2.*<)1N 
l(THFT~)*STN(THETAGI*Cnsrr>HJ-PH10)) 
J:\ = '<h*RHfl 
C...,= ?.-(P!/(2.*'•1> l*CnTAI\Jfr>Jff?·*~)) 
Cl = 5.*PI*CCrTA~<r>Itc?.*Mli-.,.*CnTt\~(3.*PIIC7.*~1 
l)l/(lA.*M) (7 = q•*PT*((QTAN(Pl/(?.*~))+7.~*CnT~~(1.*PI/(2.*~1 
1)-17.5*COTAN(5.*P!/(2.*Mt))/(1(q.*M) 
( 1 = ( 1 3 * p I I ( ? ( It ~ • * M l , * ( 5 • * ( t 1 T !> 'J ( D I I ( 2 • ~ ~ ) ) + 2 1 • * 
1 C fl T 1.. 1\J ( 3 • * o I I ( 2 • * ~ l J + 1 r '1 • * r 0 T II. 1\J ( 5 • * P T I ( ? • * ~ t ) - 2 3 1 • 
2*COTA~(7.*PJ/(?.*M))) 
71 = ARS(~.5*~QRT(/\**2+R**?)-Al+O.OCOJ5 
Z2 = hBS(J.5*50RT(A**?+R**?)+Al+0.0J005 
C:\1 l RESJ(71 ,C,RF.Sln,C.C'f'C5.0l 
c~tl Rf~J(72,r,~Eszo,o.~0cns.cl 
TT0 = PT*~FSlr*~FS?O 
T~ 
= - (· • t:) I) 6 l 7 c ~ ') 
T} = -(' • 51R't6911 
T? = C'.O 
T~ = -Tl 
TIt = -Tr 
!\'" = C.216S?AP9 
/\1 = n.47n.f?A67 
/\? = C.5AA888R8 
A1 = Al 
140 
II 
.A4 = 1\C 
f1il '51 L=1,3 
1? T = Tfl 
60 R~ = /\RS(~*SOPT(l.-2.*T-T**?l/2.l+G.CQOG~ 
C "LI RES J ( B !\ , C , F 2, fi • 0 0 0 (' 5, 0 ) 
X:= (T+l.)/2. 
I( = ?*L 
(!'Ill LF:P(V,X,K+l) 
J=1 = Y(K+l) 
Tt:(T-TCl7'.,73t74 
73 T = Tl 
C'l rn 60 
74 T~(T-Tl)73,Rl,B2 
~1 T=T2 
Gfl TO 60 
8? tr(T-T2} 81 9 9(,ql 
0
" T-= T3 
r,') rn. 6C 
91 ft:(T-T3) 9C,94,q5 
94 T:T4 (";') rn 60 
0 5 T != P ~1 (l ) = ( A C * F ( T 0 ) +A 1 * F ( T 1 ) + 1\ 2 *F ( T 2) + :\1 * F ( T 1 l + h 4 * 
1FfT4))*?• 
SO ClNT !NUE 
P/\TT(J) = CC*TTO+Cl*TERM(l)+C?*TER~(?)+(~oTrR~(~) 
P!~()(Jl = CO*TTO/PATT(J) 
o'n<rJ = c1•TrRMCll/PATT(IJ 
P~?(T) = (2*TERM(2)/P/\TT(!J 
PY3(!) = C1*TfRM(3)/PATT(I) 
A!J = PHO(l) 
RR = DHl (f) 
CC = o~~z (I J 
f)l) = DH3({) 
DT = 1 qc .*PHf /PI 
WPITEC3,10")0I,A/\,RB,CC,nn 
lCG ~0PM/\T(5F?C.4) 
7[0 PHT = PHI+PHIX 
C/\LI TPLT(PHO,l('C,l,IJ) 
Cl\ll TPt T(D,-!l,H"C,l,lJ 
\.1\Ll TPI T(PH2,1CC,l,7) 
C1Ll TPLT(PP3,100,I,3) 
c ~ l L s VM ( 3. ( '4. 0' • 14' IlL L- 4' '0. r: t 5) 
CAlL fNOPLT 
C'ILL tSTPLT 
c~u c:xJ r 
FI\J 0 
141 
c NARONG YOOTH/\NO~ PHO DISSF.~TATIO~I 
OIMFNSION TEPM(5CJ,Y(30),PATTI100),PATT~(30Q) 
Fl(T) = COS((T+l.l*~l?.) 
F(T) = Fl(T)*f?*F"3 
CALL PENPOS ('~APO~G YOnTHANn~',l6,l} 









PI = 3.14159 
THETAX = PI/(2.*1PO.J 
PHIO = O. 
Tl--iETAO = O. 
Pl-fl =0. 
M = 20 
THETA = THFTAO 
KA = M 
00 70 1=1,240 
A= KA*(C)S(THFTAJ-COS(THfTAO)) 
RHO= SQRT(StN(THFTAl**2+SIN(THETAOl**2-2.*SIN 
l ( T HFT .l\) *SIN ( T HFT M1J ocn S ( PH 1- PH I 0) } 
B = K.l\*RHO 
CO= 2.-(PJ/(2.0M))OCOTANIPI/(?..*M)) 
C1 = 5.*PI*(COTAN(Pl/(2.*~)}-3.*COTAN{3.*Pl/ 
1(2.*M)))/(16.*M) 
C2 = q.*PI*((OTAN(PJ/(2.~'1-1) )+7.5*COTMH3.*PI/ 
l(2.*M))-17.5*COTAN(5.*PI/(2.*M))}/(l2R.*M) 
C 3 = ( 1 3 *PI I ( ? C't R • *' M ) ) * ( 5. * C ClT 1\ ~H P I /( 2 • * ~) ) + 21 • * 
1COTAN(3.*PI/(?.*r~) )+1C:5.*COTAN(5.*PI/(2.*1"1)) 
2-23l.*COTAN(7.*PI/(2.*M))J 
AA = SQRT(.l\**2+A**2) 
[F(J\A) 3,4,3 
3 TIO = 2.*SIN(AA)/hA 
GO TO 5 
4 TIO = 2. 
5 TO = -o.qJ617985 
Tl = -0.~3A46q31 
T2 = O. 
T4 = -TO 
T3 = -Tl 
AO = 0.236Q26Pq 
Al = 0.4786?867 
A2 = C.568A888R8 
Al = Al 
A4 = AO 
nn 50 L=l,3 




K = 2*L 
C~Ll LEP(Y,X,V+l) 
F3 = Y(K+l) 
IF(T-T0)72,7">,74 
73 T = Tl 
GO TO 60 
74 TF(T-Tl)73,Hl,A2 
Al T = T7 
GO TO 60 
82 TF(T-T7)81,90,9l 
90 T = T3 
GO TO 60 
91 IF(T-T3)90,94,95 
94 T = T4 
GO TO 60 
95 TERM(L) = 2.*(AC*F(TGl+Al*F(TlJ+~2*FfT2)+A3*F(T3) 
1+.t\4*F(T4)) 
50 CONTINUE 
PATT(I) = CC*TIO+Cl*TER'vl(l)+C2*TER'-1(2J+C3*TER'-1{3) 
TNOPt.1 = PATT ( 1) 
PATTN(l) = PATT(f)/TNORM 
10 THfTA = T~ETA+THFTAX 
Zl = PATT(1) 
WRJTE(3, 100) ll, (PATTN{ I) ,1=1,240) 
100 FORMAT(6F20.4) 
C~LL TPLT{PATTN,240,l,M) 






C ~~PnNG YOQTHANnM PHO OISSFRTATION 
CC THE AES APPR8XIM~TEO P~TTfRN 0~ THf PLANE OF THF 
CC A71~1JTH .\~i.LE. 
nt~f~SION TEP~(5C),Y(10),PATT(~QO),P,TTN(~00) 
Fl(T) = C0Sf(T+l.l*AI2.) 
F(T) = Fl(T)*F?*F~ 










PI = 3.14159 
THFTAO =PI/7. 
PHin = O. 
PHI = PHIO 
THETA = Pl/2. 
P4IX = PI/lAO. 
00 70 I=l,U~O 
~ = 70 




R = KA*RHO 
CO = 2.-(Pfl(?.*~·n l*CClTAN(PII( 2.*M)) 
Cl = 5.*PI*(COTAM(PJI(2.*M))-3.*COTAN(3.*PI/(2.*M) 
1))/(16.*M) 
Cl = Q.*PI*(COTAN(Pllf?.*M))+7.5*COTA"J{3.*Pl/(l.*Ml) 




h' = SORT(A**2+~**2) 
IF(AA) 3,4,1 
3 TTO = 2.*SIN(AA)/AA 
GO TO '5 
4 r ro = 2. 
'5 T0 = -O.Q061798~ 
T1 = -0.53846931 
T7 ::: O. 
T4 = -TO 
T3 = -Tl 
A 0 = ('. 2 3 69 2 6 P 9 
Al = 0.47R62867 
A2 = 0.5688888R~ 
1\1 s Al 
A4 • AO 
Ofl 25C l = 1,3 
12 T • TO 
144 
AO A~= ~RS(AOSO~Tf3.-?.*T-T**2l/~.I+O.CJC05 
C/\I.L RESJ(c:l.,..,f,F2,r· .ccrn<J,OI 
X= (T+l.)/2. 
K = ?*l 
(~Ll I FD(Y,X,K+l) 
F1 = V(K+l) 
JI=(T-TOI72,73,74 
7~ T == Tl 
G'l Til AO 
74 JF(T-Tli7"3,Rl,R2 
Rl T = T2 
G'l rn 60 
A? JI=(T-T218l,90,ql 
90 T = T~ 
r.'l Til 60 
q1 TF(T-T,)CJ,n4,05 
94 T = T4 
r,'l rn 6C 
qs T~RM(LI = ~.*fAC*F(T 0 l+~l*F(Tli+\2*F(Tll+A3*F(T3) 
1 • ~ 4* F ( T 4 I ) 
? '50 CJN T I NUE 
D !\ T T ( T I = ( C !J * T In+ C 1 ""' T [ R \ol ( l ) •C ? * T F R \1 ( 2 I • C 3 * T E R :'--1 ( 3 I I 
T"'nPM = PATT(]) 
P\TTN(I)-= fl.1TT(T)/T~rlR"' 
70 Pl~l = PHT+PHIX 
W q T T F ( 3 , 1 0 0 I T ~ ! (1 n ·~ , ( P !\ T T \l ( I I , I -= 1 , 7 4 0 } 
100 F~RM/\T(6F2G.41 
( .'\L l T PL T ( PAT TN , 1 q n ,1 , 1 I 
c "l L s VM ( 1 • ') '4. ( ' • 21' I "~ s- 1 7 I ' J. 0' 0) 
CI\Ll FN11PLT 




C NARONt'; YOOTHANOM PHO DISSERT/\TION 
CC COMPARISON OF THE hES APPROXI~/\TED P~TTERN TO THE 
CC TRUF ONE AT THE MA INREAM AT V/I.R.. IfJUS M. 
0 I MENS I 0 N T F R t·-1( &:;C l , Y ( 3 0 l , o 1\ T T ( 1 2 5 l , r 4 T T "J ( l 2S) 
Fl(T) = COS((T+l.l*A/2.) 
F4(T) = SQRT(3.-?.*T-T**7)/2. 
F(TJ = Fl(TJ*F2*F3/F4(TJ 











PHIO = PI/2. 
THETAO = Pl/2. 
PHI = Pl/2. 
THETA = THETAO 
THETAX = PI/180. 
00 SOC M=l,lOO 




B = KA*RHO 
CJ = 2.-(PI/(2.*~ll*COTAN(PI/(?.*M)) 
Cl = 5.*PI*(COTAN(PI/(2.*M)J-3.*COTAN(3.*PI/(2.*M) 
l))/(l6.*M) 
C2 = q.*PI*{COT/\N(PI/(2.*~))+7.5*COT/\~(3.*PI/(2.*M)J 
1-17 .S*COT!\N ( '5.*P I/ ( 2 ..... ) J) /( 128.*M) 
C3= (13*PI/(2G48.*Mll*(5.*COTA"J(PI/(2.*~))+?1.* 
lCOTAN( 3.*P II ( ?.*~) l+lC"i.*COTAN( 5.*PI /( 2.*"1) )-
223l.*COTA"J(7.*Pl/(?.*M))) 
AA = SQRTCA**2+A**2) 
(F(AA) 3,4,3 
3 TIO = ?.*SIN(AA)/A/\ 
GO TO 5 
4 TIO = 2. 
5 TO - -O.q0617985 
Tl = -0.53846931 
T2 = O. 
T4 = -TO 
T3 = -Tl 
AQ = 0.2~602689 
Al = 0.478A7867 
A2 = C.56A88888A 
A 3 = A L 
/\4 = AO 
00 25C L = 1,3 
72 T = TO 
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AO BA = ArSCA*SORTC1.-?.*T-T**2l/?.l+C.00005 
CALL RESJCOA,C,F2,C.OClC5,0) 
X= (T+l.)/2. 
K = ?*L 
CALL LEP(Y,X,K+1) 
F3 = Y(K+U 
IF(T-T0)72,73,74 
73 T = T1 
GO TO AO 
74 IFCT-Tl)73,R1,P.2 
R l T = T2 
GO TO 60 
82 IFlT-T2}81,o0,91 
90 T = T3 
GO TO AO 
91 IF(T-T3}90,94,95 
94 T = T4 
GO TO 60 
95 TERM(L) = 2.*CAC*F(TOl+Al*F(TlJ+A2*F(T~J+n1*F(T3) 
l+A4*F(T4) 
250 CONTINUE 
PATT(M} = CCC*TIO+Cl*TEqM(l)+C2*T~q~(2l+C3* 
1TERM(1Jl*2.*M**2/PI 
NORM = 2 
M~ = M-l 
DO 700 I=l,MM 
R~M = ?.*M*SINCI*PI/M) 
NM = RNM+0.5 
700 NOR~ = NORM+NM 
IF(M-?C) 11,12,11 
1 2 W ~ I T E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) f\! 0 R M 
101 FOPMAT(F20.4) 
11 PATTN(M) = PATT(M)/NORM 
P = PATTI\J(M) 
500 WRITF(3,100l ~,P 
100 FORMAT(I20,F7C.4} 
CALL TPLT{PATTN,lOO,l,ll 






C NARONG YOnTHANOM PHO OISSFRTATION 
C C T H F L A T I T ll 0 F - U 1 ~ ! r, I T U n F n I S T P I R U T I 0 ~'J 
CC THE RE-!\~·~WIDTH flN THE DIANE I)F THE ~LEVATIO~~ ANGLF.. 
DIME NS I ON P.\~ C ( 12C ) , ~ W 1 ( 1? C) , R W 2 ( 12 0) , f3 W3 ( 12 0) , 
lBW4(1?0) 










PI = 3.14159 
TO =0. 
Tl = PI/6. 
T2 = PI/4. 
T3 = PI/3. 
T4 = PI/2. 
00 700 KA=l,lGO 
AO = 1.-1.171'37/((l<A**?l*f l.-+4.*SIN(T0)**2)) 
A1 = l.-1.17157/((KA**2l*fl.+4.*SINCTll**2l) 
A?. = 1 • - 1. 1 71 ~ 7 I ( ( K A** 2) (< ( l • +4. *SIN ( T 2 l * *2) l 
A3:: 1.-1.17157/((KA**2)*( 1.+4.*SIN(T1l**2)) 
A 4 = 1 • - 1 • 1 71 57 I ( ( I< A * * 2 ) * ( l • +4 • * 5 I N ( T 4 l * * 2 ) ) 
BO = 2.*ARCOS(AC)*lRO./PI 
Bl = 2.*ARCOS(All*lRC./PI 
qz = 2.*ARCOSCA?)*l80./PI 
A3 = 2.*ARCO~CA3)*l80./PI 
R4 = ?.*ARCOS(A4l*l80./PI 
Al.JO ( KA l = R 0 
RWl(KA) = Bl 
AW2(KA) = 82 
RW 3 ( 1<. A) = A 3 
RW4(KA) = B4 













( '\J'IPO"JG vnnH-lt\NflM r>HO nTSSrRTfiTinN 
r:r THI= LL niSTQIPUTHJN sn~n:rqr:AL 1\R~.t\Y. 
f r p-1 F n F .M-·1 W T 0 T H (") ~ ,l T H F P l t\ ~IF n F T H I= 1\7 I M II T H A N G l E !\ S 
r r r-. r 11 \!C T J f"N n f= K" • 
'1 T 1.1 r ~! S J 0 "J P \H 1 ? 0 J 
C~Ll PfNDOS ( 1 NAPO"JG YOOTHANQ~ 1 ,1A,l) 









Of : 1.}4}')9 
n1 7~r K/\ = l,lCO 
f\ = l.-1.327<i"i/(Kl\**2) 
~ = 2.*APCnSCAl*lBO./PT 
PH(K.~) = ~ 
700 wqiTFC3,100) KA,A 
100 FQPMAT{I?n,rz0.4) 
C'\ll TPI T(BW,lOC,l,O) 
C ;\ 1... 1... S yu ( l • 5, 4. C • • 21 ' ' L t- "? 0' '('' 5) 






C Nt\RONG YO!JTHANOM PHD DISSERTATJON 
CC THE APPROXJM/ITFLY EQUALLY-SPACEfl SPHERICAL !H~R<'\Y. 
CC THE BEAMWIDTH ON THE PRINCIPAL PLANES. 
OI~ENSION PW(l20) 










PI == 3.14159 
DO 700 KA = 1,100 
A= l.-o.g786P/f2.*KA**2l 
B = ?.*ARCOS(A)*lRO./PT 
AW(KA) = R 
700 W~ITE(3,100) KA,B 
100 FORMATli20,F20.4) 
CALL TPLT(RW,lOC,l,G) 
CALL SYM(l.5,4.0,.?l,'AES 1 ,0.0,3) 
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